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Cli.ter 1

THL; CET.:L.: No T:11; ....;7.LCOY

It sec= incrcasinly the c:Iso that orgaisation an(

concerned wf.th the 7)roduction of educational televicion

tend to feel the=elve under 50M C: obligation to evaluaV

and correspondLngly to lay at least 6QMO degree of lip

not always well defined activity called 'research'.

This situation may be due in part to the cmphosis f,rene:itly

put on a 'systems' approach to the business of teachihE; and is .r

as well as to the influence of the methodology of p:'ogramm7:d i,lstruc-

tion. It is undoubtedly also a result of the relative novelty :.nd

expense of introducing television into educational. oraniztin on

a large scale, where its effectiveness and theconsequenous oV its

use are open to questioning and doubt. In these circumstores,

evaluation is likely to be considered not merely a praisecrthy

activity but even obligatory in principle.

The introduction ol evaluative and testing procedures may be

further encouraged by the seeming fact that the mediation of an

electronic device such as TV 'distances' the makers and prorintr

of a teachin,s programme from their audience, thus permittiug an

examination of its effects without undue umbarrassment (although

producers and presenters are probably no less sensitive than class-

room teachers to having their noses tweaked).

Thus James 'dykes can write that 'no teacher can afford net to k:low
as much as possible about the effect of every ,,:ducational vxorramme
he is concerned with', and sugges thet where the deployment o4:
.!:ublic funds is involved, as in many closed-circuit systo.L, evaLua-
tion 'of both quantitative and qualitative data becomes a positive

duty'. Cf: 'Problems of Evaluation in Educational Television',
Bulletin of the institlIte of Education, University of London, t:.vi

Serie&I NO. G2, Autumn ternl, 1970.
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The kind of evaluation of schools' broadcasts which is described

below in this report, however, is not so much an activity which

relates to the criticism of television as a performance as one that

involves the producers of programmes, in collaboration with researchers,

in an exploration of how children react to their presentations, and how

alternative forms of presentation may influence those responses. As

such, evaluative activity may be regarded as a creative pro...1, just

as is the making of programmes, and one which may even come to be seen

as integral to the conception and development of succeeding programmes

and broadcast series.

Originally it ..ad been intended that this one-year investigation

for the Independent Television Authority should be devoted to the

task of evolving a relatively standardised formula for evaluating a

selection of the schools' broadcast output of the Independent programme

companies. It was hoped that this might lead to the development of

several set methods of sampling and testing pupils' responses to broad-

carts, and would issue in the construction of standard forms of

questionnaires which could be systematically administered by company

Education Officers. Such an approach, however, has appeared increasing-

ly contrary the philosophy of research which has emerged during the

course a the year's investigation, one consistent theme of which has

been to adapt flexible and varied means of exploring the characteristics

of children.' responses to part1Lcular programmes and styles of programme-

making according to the kinds of questions and problems that each pro-

gramme or broadcast series raises.

The following chapters of this Section outline how the concept of

evaluation was defined and the research methods which were evolved for

undertaking specific pieces of evaluation. Section II provides an

account of three pilot studies which were carried out on current

7
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material broadcast by several of the major Independent programme

companies. Finally, an estimrition is attempted in Section III

of how feasible in practice,and how useful, such activity might

prove for the companies concerned, if it was to be more widely

adopted by them as a means of providing, feedback on their

broadcast output.



Chapter

A FIRST LOOK AT EVALUATION

What is EvaluAtion?

One way of approaching the evaluation of an educational tele-

vision broadcast is to treat it as a Iprodttrtl, likening the process

of assessment to it Which examination of a lar or washing machine.

In this approach, the various qualities or characteristics of the

product can be tested against previously esi,ablished standards of

efficiency in performance. Such measurement is frequently compara-

tive, the performance of the product being compared with that of

another in terms of different aspects of its ranctioning, after

which a 'best buy' is indicated.

One crucial difference between hardware, such as care and

washing machines (and TV receivers), and the software of a television

presentation, lies in the degree to which the evaluator is dependent

in the latter case on the reactions of the consumer (i.e. the members

of an audience) in making his judgements. In the case of a car or a

television set, it is possible for the tester to judge, accurately and

objectively enou3h, the dependability of the product in action, and

the main characteristics of its performance, without requiring the

similar estimates of a representative sample of users. This will hold

good except for certain features, such as those of styling and appear-

ance, where an 'objective' estimate will require the gathering of

opinions from a wider sample of consumers. But in the case of a

television broadcast, any evaluation must depend almost entirely on

knowledge of the reactions to it which are representative of its

users; and the judgement of any individual critic will necessarily

9
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remain speculative unless he is in a position to make generalisa-

tions based on a thoroughly tested knowledge of audience reactions.

What is the Standard a dinst which the Effects of a Proms
can be easured?

In discussing the way in which consumer products are commonly

evaluated, it was said tnat particular features of the product are

tested against a previously establlshed standard of efficiency in

performance, and that such measurement is frequently oomparatives

But if one can generally only talk of evaluating a broadcast in

terms of the way an audience reacts to its qualities and character-

istics, then it is the performance of an audience on some form of

test which must determine any judgement of the programme's effective-

ness. How, then, does one establish the required standard or level

of performance of an audience, which will indicate that a programme

is functioning efficiently, or that one style or feature of presenta-

tion is more effective than another? There are several ways commonly

adopted by researchers.

1. Comparison with a norm

For this approach, it is necessary to establish, or to have

available, a norm, which indicates the average level of learning or

achievement in, for example, aspects of a particular school subject

for a given age group.

It is worth noting at this stage that the notion of measuring effect-
iveness by means of audience achievement on a test with set standards,
which is commonly associated with the evaluation of educational pro-
grammes, is one which may suggest a rather too limited way of investi-
gating what is learnt from a programme, i.e. the knowledge which is
acquired from it, and the way it is understood by an audience. An
alternative approach is outlined in the following chapter.



N.

A good Illustration is prov,ded by a piece of research being

undertaken by the ILEA Television Service into the three-year TV

French series which it is transmitting, the aim of which, according

to James Wykes, its Directortis to'essess the level of attainment

achieved by children who have follcwed the television course for

two years, compared with a control group of matched age and ability

who have learnt French by other methods'. In this case, a norm of

achievement by children has already been established by the

National Foundation for Educational Research in a study of French

teaching in primary schools. Consequently, it is possible for

the ILEA Television Service to administer the same testa of listen-

ing comprehension and oral performance at an equivalent stage of the

TV pupils' French course.

There are a number of reasons, however, why comparison with a

norm is not likely to be a useful approach so far as schools' TV

broadcasting is concerned.

First, it is most unlikely that norms will be found to be readily

available for comparing the learning of children from TV in a specific

subject matter area with that of others whose learning is mediated solely

by a classroom teacher kdr through other resources. In any case, con-

siderable doubt has been cast on the validity of such comparisons, unless

very strict controls are appl_ed to ensure that the comparison is an

exact or fair one. The aims of schools' broadcasts, and the ground

covered by them, are likely to differ considerably from set syllabi in

schools and, whore they correspond to a syllabus, to be supplementary,

rather than aiming to provide c comprehensive course in themselves (as

with the ILEA French series).

'fl
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Second, since teacher follow-up is often considered integ..al to

schools' broadcasting. the participation of individual classroom

teachers will inevitably influence the direction and extent of

ehildrens' overall learning from a given series. Thun, if one wanted

to compare the learning from a schools' TV series with a norm, it

would be necessary to test children in a large numSer of schools to

assess the average extent of learning from it. This would not only

present prohibitive difficulties in terms of time and expense but would

tend to mask revealing differences between one classroom and another,

unless as exhaustive analysis of the findings was made.

Finally, such broad comparisons, whill providing an idea of the

overall effectiveness of a programme series, cannot readily indicate

?ft particular broadcasts have been successful (or the reverse: in

creating interest or promoting learning, or what features tended to

render them more or leas effective. That is, they do not really tell

the researcher Judi about the specific qualities or characteristics

which a programme possesses.

2. The attainment of objectives

Ancther approach, associated particularly with programmed

instruction, is that of stating the lemming objectives of a presenta-

tion in a precise manner, (p.c. the facts, principles or skills which

the programme is intended to coney, and the mastery of which the

learner should d'yonstrate. In this case an arbitrarily chosen level,

indicating an acceptable degree of success in achieving objectives, is

used as a standard against which the performance of an individual or

group can be assessed.
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Scho'ols' TV broadcasts, however, frequently hove aims or

the attainment of which is not measurable in a strlif;htfovar,1 1:hy

:weans of conventional tests. They may, for instance, be intended t..)

stimulate longer-term interest and thoughi; about the concepts of a

subject like mathematicsior imaginative activities such as paintin:; or

the writing of poetry. Such qualitative outcomes are difficult v.c,

assess, and the difficulty is considerably increased by the compl,;:x

influence of the teacher in classroom 'follow-upl and unsupervid

peer group discussion. Furthermore, broadcasters often regard pro

cremes as providing materials for teachers to utilise in diverse ;wy:,.

according to their own needs and the needs of their classest and in sc..7:

cases their objectives can only be stated in a rather general manner.

Finally, to state objectives and test their attainment may frequently

lead to the overlooking of what a schools' programme has meant to the

children themselves. That is, the child will produce a personalized

response to the material which will be dependent uponhis previous

experience'and the set of needs, attitudes and expectancies which he

brings to the'viewing situation. Consequently, he may be affected

by the programme and put it to use in ways quite other than those that

were preconceived by the educationalist or broadcaster.

If this last argument is accepted as a decisive one, then another

approach to the question of evaluation is clearly necessary. The.

following chapter describes the development of such an alternative

approach, one which does not depend on the establishment of prior n-Jr::s

or standards of achievement, and which appears to be potentially suns. ::: ;'

for application to schools' broadcasting.
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AN ALTEIWTIVE APPRC)ACH TO EULUATION

In seeding an approach tailored to the needs of sch,)ols' brca:-

casters, it seemed best to look again at the concept of evalu:aion

in the simplest manner. What does it mean to evaluate a broaeeast?

Surely it is tantamount to asking: 'What is the value of my

programme?'.

Such a value cannot exist in any absolute sense, however, unless

one is thinking in terms of cost-effectiveness. (Even then it is an

elusive notion.) Rather, one is questioning the value or usefulneL:s

of programmes for someone, and so one is led to ask further, 'Valuable

or useful for whom ?'.

There are, in effect, two users of schools' broadcasts- teacher:

and children. For teachers, they may-be sources for the presentation

of information, ideas and new methods as well as a stimulus for furtrer

activitiea in their classrooms. They are a teaching tool and as such

will quite simply have value according to how useful any individual

teacher finds them for his or her classroom teaching.

The other users are the children themselves. As has been pre-

viously insisted, schools' broadcasts are not planned to exist in

isolation, but are conceived as part of a teaching and learning unit

which includes preparatory, and especially follow-up, activities lee,

by a teacher. It is nevertheless-justifiablj to consider broaacasts
3

as having in themselves a 'usefulness' for children, which will inclt:de

their experience of a programme and'the personul meaning it has for

them as well as any factual knowledge they may acquire. The three

pilot studies described below provide evidence to support the validit:r

of this view and the utility of methods that are consistent with it.



To estimate the value of any programme or series, therefore, one

should ideally combine a measure of their usefulness both for teachers

and for children. The gathering of teachers' comments by means of a

card reporting system is already undertaken by the companies. While

open to crlticism and improvement, the system in practise may provide,

when combined with visits to schools by company Education Officers,

an adequate gauge of teachers' reactions to broadcasts.

The card reports are also intended to elicit teachers' observe-

tione of children& reactions. Such comment may be informative and of

considerable Interest to producers and Education Officers. But the

tendency towards unanimity of reported opinion, from what seems the

great majority of classrooms, suggests that pupils' responses may be

influenced or interpreted by teachers in ways that preclude these

reports from being considered as in any sense objective assessments.

The possibility of gathering children' responses by means of more

rigorous research procedures, however, offers a potential source of

reliable feedback, which is virtually untapped by schools' broadcasters.

While presenting a task of some complexity if attempted in any depth,

may nonetheless prove remarkably rewarding and revealing for them

in outcome.

By questioning children directly, it is possible for the producer

to ask, 'Have I communicated what I wanted to communicate'. That is,

'Have pupils understood or interpreted the content of the programme in

the way I intended? Were my essential points the main ones for them,

or were they more concerned with what were for me peripheral rspects?'.

By the same token it enables him to ask, 'What have the children

selected as important or interesting for them about a programme?'. How

do they relate sequences in it to their own lives and experience? What

parts have influenced their opinions or engaged their feelings?

5
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The answers to such questions should concern the producer in two

most important ways. First, they can indicate the more general effects

of his communication, i.e. the way in which children have absorbed the

programme content into their own personal experience and understanding

of a topic and how their perception of it has been modified by viewing

the programme. Second, they can provide him with information about

what sorts of variables are crucial in influencing how children tend

to respond to a programme, and so help to reveal to him the qualities

and effects of different styles and features of presentation, or of

changes in the viewing environment.

Am approach of this nature, which can be labelled pupil-centred

or child-centred, and which is characterized by its admission of a

freedom of response rather than limiting itself to responses di'tated

by defined objectives, thus has functions which are beyond the scope of

more traditional educational testing. Essentially the question of

evaluation is restated as a question of experience and understanding.

How does the child experience the programme?. What does he come to

understand about the relationship between himself and the programme?

And it is this restatement in terms of experience and understanding which

endows the child-centred approach with its multi-functional character.

Thus, it can act as a means of __l__202 for the producer, indica-

ting which sequences hold children& interest and attention, or arouse

strong feelings and opinions, and whether pupils are clear or confused

in their grasp of particular parte of a programme. By revealing the

way in which children react to and interpret programme content, it can

also indicate how successful the producer has been in communicating in

the way he intended.
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Furthermore, it can guide the producers' judgement, for oxample,

about the most satisfactory choices to make between alternative form;;

of presentation, or the effect of a particular type of presentation

on different group3 of pupils.

Finally, it can be a source of insight for teachers; by helping

to reveal how groups of children perceive programme sequences at the

time of viewing, and that state of mind in which a broadcast tends to

leave them in the immediate post-viewing period. The studies carried

out during the course of this year have all attempted to chart whore

children 'are', what their understanding of a programme is, at the

point when the transmission ends and the teacher must pick up the

threads for discussion and activity in the .classroom.

The following chapter discusses the relationship between such

evaluative experiments and research that is commonly, regarded as

more 'basic' in character.
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THE CHOICE OF RESEARCH METHODS:

EVALUATIVE VS. BASIC RESEARCH

In the two previous chapters various alternative approaches

to what may be called evaluative research have been broadly outlined.

On the one hand, pupils' performances on a test of learning may be

compared with a norm, or against a previously determined level of

attainment; which indicates their success in achieving the learning

goals or objectives of a programme. On the other hand, the researcher

may attempt to determine the value of a presentation for its audience

by probing by different means the ways in which members of that audi-

ence respond and react to it.

The terWevaluative research',has been deliberately chosen.

For a distinction has sometimes been made between the activity of

evaluatIon and that which may be known as basic or, fundamental research.

Confusion is likely to result unless it is made clear whether the

frequently cited distinction between these activities is supposed to

refer to their aims or to their methods.

The aim of evaluation may be seen as proliding feedback, from

which practical judgements and decisions about future production and

transmission can be made. Evaluative research is generally regarded

as programme-specific, that is, as providing feedback relevant only

to the particular broadcast or series of broadcasts under scrutiny,

and precluding wider generalization to other output.

Basic research, on the other hand, seeks. it is oftefl implied,

generalisable results or conclusions, which may not have any immediate

application to programme presentation. It will be argued below, how-

ever, that such a distinction becomes an artificial one if the approach

4,8



to evaluation defined in Chapter 3 is adopted. By looking at one

of the classio methods used by psychologists in undertaking research,

that of conducting a basic experimental investigation, jt should be

possible to clarify this point of view.

The steps taken in preparing an experiment are likely to include

the following:

First, the deliberate variation of some aspect of presentation

(e.g. style of commentary, use of still or moving pictures) or of

audience characteristics (e.g. comparison of the responses of two

age groups, or of children from schools with a different socio-

economic intake), or of environmental factors.

Second, the development of a hypothesis, which is a precise state-

ment of the expected behaviour or performance of a given audience after

being exposed to a particular presentation under certain conditions

rather than others.

Third, a statistical measure of the differences which emerge from

these comparisons, indicating the extent to which any differences are

significant, that is, likely to recur if the same experiment was

repeated, and not due simply to chance fluctuation.

Thus, we might hypothesize tnat a slow and repetitious style of

commentary will lead to better comprehension and retention of the

content of a programme than a faster-paced one, or, alternatively,

that it will lead to boredom and therefore poorer attention and learn-

in,gafi.xis children. We would then need to compare two programmes with

differing commentary styles and to determine whether any significant

differences were exhibited in the responses of two comparable viewing

audiences.
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Whereas evaluative research is considered to be programme-

specific, basic research is supposed to seek generalisable results.

So, in the above case, the researcher would not be interested so

much in evaluating the two contrasted programmes in themselves, but

rather, in using them as a means of determining in general whether

such and such a commentary style is likely to be an effective pre-

sentation feature for all audiences with similar characteristics.

But if generalisable results are the aim, the researcher must

be confident that his coverage of the appropriate audience has been

truly comprehensive. In the case of schools' broadcasts, he will

need to query whether children of different ages, abilities and

interests, with differing personal styles of learning and perceiving,

and from varying family and social backgrounds, will in fact respond

in like ways to the same features of presentation. And he will want

to know whether responses to a particular aspect of production will

hold good for different kinds of subject matter and whether it will

elicit one kind of response (e.g. clear comprehension) but not

another (e.g. stimulus for further activity). It is only by testing

a hypothesis under a host of systematically controlled conditions

that one can eventually speak of having truly generalisable findings.

If the aim of basic research, then, is to seek generalisable

findings about audience responseeto programme presentationsit will

only be by studying reactions to a range of particular broadcasts

that widely applicable findings will be able to emerge.

But similarly, in the case of evaluative research, while the

initiAl aim may be to seek feedback specific to a particular programme

or series, the accumulated findings of studies probing responses to

individual broadcasts may begin to build towards a consistent pattern



of results, indicatingtheirpossible generalisability. That is, it

should enable a producer tc gain a more general appreciation of

whicn variables are consistently proving influential in determining

how children respond to his presentations. (Even so, the final

outcome may well be a clearer awareness of the complexities implicit

in differing circumstances rather than a simple result that fits all

cituatione.)

It is here that the distinction between methods which compare

pupils' achievements with a fixed norm or standard, and those which

are intended to be more exploratory of children's responses, becomes

crucial. Traditionally, evaluative research has been regarded as an

activity essentially wedded to limited and specified techniques of

data collection and analysis. But if children's responses are to be

sensitively explored, then the researcher will need to call upon any

of the methods of precise observation and experimentation employed by

social scientists, as appropriate. It is only the latter approach

which will enable particular qualities and characteristics of broad-

casts to be revealed according to the nature of those responses.

Evaluative research, then, ought not to be co.efinel to .any single

method of data collection and analysis. Like basic research, it

must be free to use whatever techniques of investigation which seem

to promise to clarify the specific problems that have been posed for

examination.

All of this suggests that, far from being opposed, evaluative

and basic research ought to feed into one another to similar ends.

For both must begin with an examination of specific programmes, and

both will build towards an understanding of factors in television

presentation and reaction which are of consistent and general import-

ance.
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As to the choice of research methods, one or another will tend

to be more suitable according to how well-developed the researcher's

understanding of a problem is. Where he has a strong hunch, or has

accumulated sufficient evidence to hypothesize that such and such a

variable in presentation is likely to influence children's responses

in a particular way, then the experimental method may well be appro-

priate. Where he wishea to make a more Ftxploratry probing of

responses to a presentation, other more open-ended approaches may

be more revealing. Indeed, any single investigation may deploy a

combination of methods, as in the case of the Thames Television

Patterns of Expression study (Chapter 6), where both experimental

comparison and more qualitative analyses were adopted. With a

skilful integration of techniques, the researcher can combine the

strengths of different approaches and avoid some of their inherent

limitations.

0.2
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THE PREPARATION OF A RESEARCH STUDY

An assumption underlying the approach to research described

in this report, insofar as it is intended to apply specifically

to the evaluation of schools' broadcasts, is that it should

involve the producers of programmes and the researcher in a close

collaboration. It is, after all, schools' broadcasters themselves

(and, through them, the teachers and pupils) whom the research is

intended to benefit. and it is they who can best initially indicate

the practical problems and questions which are pressing with

respect to particular productions.

An important aspect of the year's work, therefore, has been to

examine the moat satisfactory means of combining the experience and

insights of producers and researchers, and how the activities associ-

ated with research can be collaboratively undertaken by them. The

main steps Which were found to be necessary in shaping and executina

a piece of research, and the way in which research activities were

distributed in the three studies undertaken with the Independent

programme companies, can be outlined as follows:

1. Selection of a topic for research

All three projects began with an informal meeting between the

researcher and the members of the Schools' Broadcasting Department

of the company concerned. Discussion,.: characteristically ranged

over problems and questions in the minds of producers of particular

series, and those which seemed of more general interest, and amenable

to tackling by research methods, were selected for further considera-

tion.
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2. The shaping of a research study

The next step involved the researcher in giving shape to one

or more possible studies. This meant that he ha:. the task of deter-

mining precisely what it was that the research was intended to dis-

cover, developing testable hypotheses, deciding which aspects of

presentation might be examined, the composition of different groups

of children whose responses were to be gathered and compLred, and

what sorts of measures it would be desirable to employ.

3. Final decision-maxing

After planning the design of possible studies, the researcher's

proposals were then re-submitted to those members of the Department

wishing to be further involved in the execution of the research. A

choice was made between alternative aims and designs, possible modi-

fications were suggested, and a final shape was then agreed for the

study.

4. Preparation of Questionnaires and measures

It was then up to the researcher to prepare a questionnaire

by means of which cbildrens' responses could be gathered and analysed.

This involved decisions about both question format and item substance.

Whenever possible, this task was undertaken in consultation with a

producer or Education Officer directly concerned with the programme

to be examined, but final responsibility was assumed by the researcher.

5. Practical planning

The planning of the actual running of the researcher was now

taken over by a company Education Officer in close consultation with

the researcher. The number of children to be involved in the study,

and the schools from which they were to be drawn, was decided. They
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had then to be randomised into different groups, the 'method used

being that of giving the children numbers and then snuffling and

dividing a pack of numbered cards. Precise plans were made with

the schools involved for the study to be run at a given tine, or

for children to be brought into the company's television studios.

At this stage any dubbing or re-editing of the programme was

also undertaken, and in one case the questionnaire was pre-piloted

in a local school and modified in the light of children's responses.

6. Ulassroom runniu

The actual running of a study, that is, the administration of

questionnaires in a school classroom or company viewing room, was

primay the responsibility of company Education Officers. This

included the task of ensuring that equipment (e.g. videotape

recorder and monitor) was set up in advance, that children were

sorted into groups and sent to the correct room, and that the post-

viewing procedure was properly explained to them end supervised. As

this stage is the most liable to mishap and requires careful admini-

stration, it proved. beneficial for the researcher to be initially

involved, where his experience could help to iron out pitfulls.

7. Colla.tin and

The next stage of collating and arllysing the responses gathered

from pupils had necessarily to fall for the most part on the

shoulders of the researcher, as it required his particular skills.

Use was made of University computer facilities, and some of the work

was delegated to post-graduate students. Where appropriate, results

were tested for their statistical significance.

26
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8. Interpreting the evidence
aft10111

Hawing analysed the data, the last important task was to

consider the implications of the findings, Being closest to

the evidence, the researcher was best qualified to formulate

a provisional interpretation, but furtner discussion of this

between himself and the company members inrolwed was an essen

tial part of the process of finding the most satisfactory

explanation of the study's results.

Some of the practical needs which required attention are

further discussed ir Chapter 9. The following chapters of this

section provide a detailed account of how three reeearch studies

were planned and executed in collaboration with Thames Television,

Yorkshire Television, and Granada Television, respectively, and

of the findings which emerged from them.
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STUDY L

THAMES TELEVISION'S PATTERNS OF EXPEESSION

The project's first substantial investigation was undertaken

in collaboration with Thames Television. It was a study of the

responses of onildren to a programme in a new series, Patterns of

Expression, which was intended for pupils aged 9-12. The series

dealt with selected aspects of animal and human behaviour, in

particular comparing some of the ways in which animals and humen

beings communicate and express themselves. Since its principal

aims were to stimulate observation and encourage creative thinking,

discussion and writing, a constant feature of the programmes was the

showing of familiar patterns of behaviour in new contexts. The

specific focus of the research was the first broadcast in the series,

which was devoted to the tneme of Display. This examined the

functions of display behaviour in animals and emphasized those human

patterns of expression, especially in dress and fashion, which tend

to serve similar ends.

The Preparation of the Study

Decidir g,. the aims of the study

An initial step was a meeting between the researcher and

producers and Education Officers of Thames Television, which was

arranged by the Head of the company's Schools' Broadcasting Depart-

ment. To this gathering the researcher first outlined some of his

ideas about the evaluation of schools' broadcasts, the kinds of

research techniques that were available, and the benefits which the

company could .lerive from their use. Then some possible applications

a
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to the Department's output were discussed, after' which it was

decided that children's responses to the opening broadcast in

the Patterns of Expression series could provide a fruitful field

for investigation. This decision reflected an interest in the

reactions of pupils to the important part played by visual

materials in promoting the teaching objectives of the programme,

in which novel combinations of pictures were used tr present

certain concepts that might have initially seemed unfamiliar

to the viewers.

At a further meeting some more specific areas of concern to

company members were canvassed as possible themes for a study.

They included:

1. Which parts of the programme did the pupils like best?

2. How well did they understand the programme content?

3. Were there any differences of response between children

from schools drawing their pupils from contrasting social backgrounds:

4. Would it enhance or detract from children's appreciation cf

the programme if a link-man were used on vision, instead of the voice-

over technique which the series had actually employed?

5. To what kinds of follow-up teaching did various sequences of

the programme lend themselves?

It was decided to pursue the first four of these concerns .within

the framework of a single research design, concentrating especially on

pupil comprehension of programme content. The issue of teacher follow-

up was dropped at this stage because it would have poscd a quite

different kind of research problem. The main aims of the study were

defined, then, in terms of an examination of children's undemtandins

of the programme content and of differences of comprehension occurring;

29
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among pupils from scnools with contrasting socio-economic intakes.

Subsidiary aims were to investigate the parts of the programme that

proved most interesting to the pupils and whether they would have

preferred to be able to see the link-man whose voi,,e had delivered

the commentary.

Operationaliping the aims of the suit.

The measurement of children's interest in various parts of the

broadcast was a matter of fairly straightforward questioning, but

assessing their understanding of the programme content posed a more

complex problem. There seemed to be two main ways In which this

could De approached. One could examine how far the pupils had

'grasped' the various aspects of the concept of display as they had

been presented in the programme. That is, did they understand

sequences of the programme in the way that the producer had intenaed?

Did their way of 'seeing' things and relating them to each other

conform to his? Alternatively, one could try to look at understanding

from the child's own point of view and ask: HOW did he personally

interpret the programme's ideas? How did he weave together the

materials presented in it? What sorts of personal meanings did he

assign to those materials?

On reflection it was considered that any thorough investigation

of children's understanding of programme content should include both

aspects. We were then faced with the task of devising ways of

questioning children so as to elicit responses which would reveal the

nature of their understanding. The programme producer had organised

and presented his ideas and materials in a particular way. To what

extent did pupils, responses aLter viewing the programme reflect a

similar manner of organisation? To what extent did they diverge?

What were the dominant ways in which pupils tended to interpret and
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organise the concepts which the programme had presented?

It was immediately evident that any attempt to answer

these questions would have to be based on a prior and careful

examination of the content of the television presentatior, An

analysis suggested that the programme centred on 12 film

sequences, each of which juxtaposed examples of animal and

human display. These sequences in turn .11ustrated six

different purposes of display: to express authority, status

ex aggression, to attract, to show conformity and to camouflage

to form of anti-display).

The function of the commentary appeared to be one of

establishing These six categories by explicitly indicating the

relationships between one or another of the filmed examples of

display presented in. the programme. Thus, its role was to link

and impose a structure on what might otherwise nave been seen

as a series cf.independent film clips (which could have been inter-

related arbitrarily by the children according to their own indivld-

nal preconceptions and associations). From the producer's angle,

understanding of the programme could be said to turn on the

viewer's ability to associate particular visual examples of human

or animal display in terms of the six categories of the purposes

of display which the programme commentary had explained.

A possible method of investigating children's understanding

of the programme content was now apparent. By comparing how a)

children who had viewed the programme, and b) similar pupils not

exposed to it, organised and interpreted various visual examples

31
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of display, it would be possible to ascertain how far the

programme had succeeded in impressing its categories on the

pupils and to what extent they still tended to rely on their

own preconceptions in responding to the programme's materials.

Determining the research techniques and materials to be used

The most suitable method of representing the programme's

six categories of display appeared to be that of reproducing

six pairs of photographs, each pair deriving from the film

sequences that had been used to exemplify a particular category.

This yielded the following set of categories and photograoh-

Pairs:

Category Photographs

Authority Policeman/Judge

Status Ascot dress/Queen at Coronation

Aggression Attacking swan/Hell's Angel

Attraction Lyre bird dancing/Carnaby Street model

Conformity Hippies dressed alike/Pnguins

Camouflage Giraffe/Soldier in jungle uniform

It then became possible to present a set of these 12 phctorra:?Is

to children, asking them to group them in the way in which they

thought the pictures went most appropriately together. Such a

simple sorting task permits a statistical treatment of the results.

In general terms the hypothesis under investigation is that the

pupils who viewed the programme would afterwards show a greater

tendency to group photographs according to the producer's pairings

than would those in the control group who had not similarly seen

the programme. Of course the viewers were unlikely to reproduce
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the producer's pairings perfectly. However, the programme

could be said to have been effective if the photographs

grouped by the viewers included significantly more producer-

based pairs than did those provided by the control group

children who had not seen the programme.

This procedure would show what photographs children

associated with each other; in itself it would not establish

why they had put them together and how far the concepts

developed in the programme had'actually governed their group-

ings. In order to explore the child's manner of experiencing

and interpreting the programme content at this level, a more

open-ended form of questioning was called for, and it was

decided to ask each pupil to outline in note form his reasons

for having grouped the photos as he had.

Two approaches are suited to the analysis, of Such 'open-

ended' data, and both were envisaged. First, the children's

reasons for combining photographs could be sorted into various

categories according to certain criteria, and the resulting

tables could be statistically analysed for differences between

viewers and non-viewers. Second, in order to exploit the full

range and complexity expected in such free writing a qualitative

analysis of the material could be attempted.

Thus, the essentially simple photograph-grouping task could

be analysed in three ways:

1. Statistical analysis aimed at assessing the influence of

the programme upon the pupils' photograph combinations.

2. Content analysis of pupils' references to their reasons

for having combined photOgraphs as they had, aimed at assessing the

31 41.
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influence of the programme upon the cleesificetion schemes use

by children in producing groups of photos.

3. A more wede-rangeng analysis of the qualitative

tharacteristecs of pupils, free writing about the photograph

groupings, aimed at assessing the influence of the programme

on their :understanding of the relationships that could obtain

between diffeeeat.modes of displey.

It still remained to determine how to study differences of

pupil understanding in terms of the social background of the

children enrolled in differeat schools. It was decided that

the subjects of the eeperiment should be drawn from four schocls,

two representing an intake of relatively privileged socioeccnomic

background and two from a relatively under-privileged backgroune.

Owing to shortage of time, and ancertninty about what were likely

to prove to be key varic ble:. in guiding pupae: rcceonsee, it

was decided to select the schools on a fairly rough-and-reedy

basis, drawing on the retool-vteitins experience of one of the

company's Edecazeon 0Mcern. Te.e 4eliseca celled for a

programme-viewene (enreeimental) group ar3. a eon-prosramme-

viewing (control) group in cveh echaol. Consequently, each

school. was asked to sect two clesses, oempricens a minimmnOf

40 and a maximum of 70 Caeldren, wto weeld then be randomly divi&e:1

into control and eleperimer:eal troupe by the Edueation Officer, by

shuffling and dividing a peck rumbered carte.

Finally, a short queetionnaire was devised. For the expert

mental group membero only this included two questions, asking 'Mee

part of the proeramme did you find most interesting? end 'Would le

be better if you could eemotimee nne on the sneer the Gan whom

voice you can hear on the proeranme?'. For all, the pepils, space

24
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was also provided in which they were asked to write down the

photograph groupings that struck them as most appropriate and

tae reasons for their groupings. As each of the 12 photos

was lettered from A to J, the pupils had only to work with

sets of letters.

Classroom procedure for the stud

The following classroom procedure for carrying out the

study was agreed by the researcher and the Thames Television

Education Officer, who was to supervise the actual execution

of the experiment in the schools:

.1. For experimental groups: A Sony VTR to be installed in

the classroom before the commencement of school, or during

break-time or the lunch interval. The VTR to be hooked up to

a company or school monitor (if available). The Education

Officer (E.O.) to begin by saying to the class, 'rm from Thames

Television, and I've got a new programme here I want to show you.'

The VTR to be then started and the programme played through.

After the programme, the E.O. to give out questionnaires

and sets of photos in packets, marked, 'Do not open until

instructed.' He was then to read out the two questions on the

questionnaire, and after completion by the pupils, to say:

In your packet there are twelve photos.. In a minute
I want you to lay these photos out on your desk, and
to have a good look at them. Then I want you to put
them into piles of photos which seem to you to go
together. The smallest number of piles you can make
is two, and the largest is six. It's up to you how
many piles you choose to make. You have five minutes
to do this sorting into piles. Use your own ideas -
don't discuss your piles with the others. Right, open
the packets and go ahead with the sorting into piles.
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After the piles havo been sorted, the E.O. to say: 'Now,

I want you to take one of your piles and write down on your

sheet of paper the letters on the photos in that pile.,'

When the pupils have written down their letters, the E.O.

was to say: INow, I want you to write down on your sheet why

you have put these piles together. So write down this sentence

which is on tne board (Points to board) and then complete it.'

E.O. then to read the beginning of sentence on the board:

have put these photos together because

When the pupils have written down their explanations of

their piles, the E.O. to say: 'Now draw a line across the page.

Do the same for each pile in turn until you have finished with

your piles.' When the pupils have finished their piles, the E.O.

to say: 'Please write on your sheets your name, your age and

whether you are a boy or girl.' The photos and sheets then to

be collected.

2. For control 'zags

The E.O. to slip away from the experimental group as soon

as he is satisfied that the VTR is working correctly and to go

to the control group. He is to say to pupils: 'I'm from Thames

Television. I have some photos which we want to ose in a

programme. To help us do this in the best way, I want you to show

me how you would put these photos together.:

He is then to hand out packets of photos and sheets of paper

and to proceed as with the experimental groups.
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A class teacher i.e to be in each of the classrooms to

supervise pupils, so that the E.O. can move between the two

classrooms to give instructions in turn. Neither the teacher

nor the E.O. is to give any help to the children, apart from

repeating the exact written Instructions (as above). The only

exceptior to be when a pupil. finds himself stuck 4ith photos

he does not now how to classify. He may Men be told quietly

to wAke a separate pile of 'leftovers'.

The Execution of the Study

Summary of the aims and desit of the studx

A brief summary can now be given of the aims and design

of the study:

Principal aims: 1. To examine childrens' understanding

of the programme content.

2. To compare the understanding of

children from schools with a more/less

privileged intake.

Subsidiary aims: 1. To determine the parts of the programme

most interested children.

2. To determine children' preferences for

a link -man or voice-over manner of pre-

sentation.

Subjects: 218 upper primary school pupils (10 - 11 years

old), drawn from four schools in the Thames

Television (London) region, as follows:

More privileged schools, N = 126
Less privileged schools, N 92

The pupils to be randomly divided into experi-

mental (programme-viewing) and control (non
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programme-viewing) groups is each school.

Methods of 1. Childrens: understanding:
data
collection: a) Pupils required to sort twelve

photographs, representing sequences

in the programmes, into groups of

photos 'which go together'.

b) Pupils required 4.1 write a brief

account of why photos have been

grouped together.

2. Childrens' interest and link-man preferences:

a) Brief written account required of part

of programme found most interesting.

b) Preference for link man to be indicated

by a tick placed beside one of the follow-

ing phrases: 'Batter', not so good', or

'much the same' (a voice-over).

Methods of 1. Pupils' understanding:
/tnalYsis:,

a) Extent to which pupils reproduce producer

pairings of photographs. A comparison

between the experimental and control

groups in all cchoola combined and in two

types of schools distinguished according

to the social background of their intakes.

b) Frequency of use of producer-based cate-

gories to explain photograp:i groupings to

be compared for experimental and control
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grulps in all schools combined and by

social background of schools.

c) Qualitative analysis of children's

descriptions of categories.

2. Children's interest and link-man preferences:

Measurement of frequency of preferences,in

experimental group only,for schools combined

and between schools according to their social

background.

Results of the study

1. Children's understanding

a) Comparison between children's photograph _groupings and
producer's pairings

A first analysis was specifically designed to assess the

influence of the programme on the groups of combined photographs

which the children formed after having seen it. Taking the

programme content as a guide to this part of the analysis, there

were six 'correct' pairings that the children could have reproduced,

and the number of times that each of the 'correct' pairs was

included among their combinations is shown in Table I. This

ignores differences between the schools taking part in the study

in order to concentrate attention on the programme's influence as

such.
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TABLE I

The Frequency,with Which Pupils Grouped Photos in Cc7,n-Tor

with the Producer's Pairings

Producer's Pupils selecting producer's pElirins
Pairings

Control
Groups

(N = 109)

Experimenthi
Groups

(N = 109)

% /0
0/

Policeman/Judge 54 80

Ascot dress/Queen 33 37

Swan/Hell's Angel 0 15

Lyre Bird/Carnaby St.
model 3 14

Hippies/Penguins 1 10

Giraffe/Soldier 64 63

It can be seen that the children in the experimental group

did reproduce more producer pairings than did those in the

control group. The differences are quite unevenly dis',,ributed,

however, and they are not large enough to suggest that the

programme had dramatically realigned the children's prior associa-

tions. Nevertheless according to a chi-squared test, the

differences between viewers and non-viewers shown in the table

proved overall to be statistically significant at the 1% level

(meaning that they would have occurred by chance only once in a

hundred. further replications of the study). It is safe to asst:me,

therefore, that the modest tendency for the viewers to conform

more often to the producer's pairings was due to the progra=cis

influence and not a chance result.
3
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Further information can be gleaned from a more detailed

Inspection of the table. It is clear, first of all, that the

differences between the experimental group pupils and the con-

trols were concentrated to a considerable extent on the policeman/

judge pair and to a much lesser extent on the swan/Hell's Angel,

1.ere bird/Carnaby Street model and hippy/penguin pairs. Second,

it is evident that viewers and non-viewers alike were far more

inclined to group the policeman with the judge (the authority

combination according to the programme) and the giraffe with the

soldier (illustrating camouflage it the programme) than they were

to reproduce the other combinations that the programme had pre-

sented. In the case of the policeman/judge pair, the pupils'

sensitivity to this conneetien was strongly reinforced by exposure

to the programme. Mowt of the other associations, however, were

initially quite novel to the children, and the results suggest

that the programme succeeded in familiarising only a few of the

experimental group viewere with them.

A similar impression of modest change within a rel4tively

stable context of prior associations emerged from a different way

of examining the photographs grouped by the childron This con-

sidered all the combinations they had formed, re ardless of their

conformity to producer pairings. The results are set out in

Table II, which shows for each photograph which other photos it

was most commonly joined with in the children's groupings.

41
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TABLE II

*

Most Frequent Combinations of Photographs Formed by Pupils

Combinations

Control Group.
N = 109

Experimental Group
N . 109

.

N N

Policeman WITH Judge 59 Judge 87

Queen 35 Queen 80

Judge Queen 80 Queen, 88
Policeman. 59 Policeman 87

Queen Judge 80 "Judge 88

Ascot Dress 36 Policeman 80

Ascot

Policeman 35 Ascot Dress 40

Dress Carnaby St. 61 Carnaby St. 54

Queen 36 Queen 40

Carnaby St. Ascot Dress 61 Hippies 61

Hippies 38 Hell's Angel 60
Hell's Angel 32 Ascot Dress 54

Hippies Hell's Angel 91 Hell's Angel 95
Carnaby St. 38 Carnaby St. 61

Hell's Angels Hippies 91 Hippies 95
Carnaby St. 32 Carnaby St. 60

Swan Penguins 103 Lyre Bird 86
Lyre Bird 60 Penguins 82

Lyre Bird Giraffe 71 Swan 86
Swan 60 Penguins 67

Penguins 59 Giraffe 49

Penguins Swan 103 Swan 82

Lyre Bird 59 Lyre Bird 67

Giraffe 40 Giraffe 58

Giraffe Lyre Bird 71 Soldier 69

Soldier 70 Lyre Bird 49

Soldier Giraffe 70 Giraffe 69

Photo pairings below 30 in number are not included in the table
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Perhaps the most Immediately striking feature of the table

is the similarity shown between the experimental and control

group combinations. Some photograph pairs appear to have been

virtually self-evident to the pupils, even tnough they did not

correspond to a relationship indicated in. the programme - e.g.

Hell's Angel/hippies (not Hell's Angel/swan as in the broadcast),

Queen/judge (not Queen/Ascot dress) and renguipaiswan (not

pe4guins/hippies). Nevertheless, certain pairings were more

. frequently found in the experimental group. In fact, the pupils

In this group tended. to provide fewer and larger groupings than

did those in the control group, the effect appearing almost to

be one of a formation of clusters. The most obvious examples are

the strengthening of relationships between policeman, judge and

Queen and between Carnaby Street model, Hell's Angel and hippies.

An examination. of the reasons which the pupils gave for their

groupings may help to clarify what WERE happening.

b. Comparison of pupils' aategories of display and the
ploducelegoriAs

Table III presents the results of an analysis of the reasons

given by the pupils to explain their photograph pairings. Ten

broad categories were sufficient to incorporate most of their

statements, but some of tnem were broken down further into sub-

categories.

13
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TABLE III

Caterorios of Display Formed by Pupils

ICategories Control
Groups

Experiment%:,

Groups

N N

A. Animals/Birds Animal4/birdsperse 89 .54

Life in jungle/
Africa 45 9
Life in water 16 148 6 69

CamouflageB.
*

1 , 47

C. Clothes Clothes per se 19
\

17
For fashion 18

1

25
*To show status 8 45 21 73

D. Authority *Display for auth7
1. 12ority

Law and order !II 48 2L 46

E. Im.ortance Important people/
44 24events/occasions

F. Hippies - Hell's
.

Angel. 37 18

G. Aggression *Aggressive display,
12 17fighting

H. Attraction *Display for attrac-
2 37tion, courtship

I. Conformity *Conformist display 5 15

J. Narrative Situation described 69 38

K. Other Unclassifiable/
98 64nonsense, etc.

.._.

*Asterisk indicates producer's category

.The material is rich and complex, and only the more outstared

findings can be mentioned here. First, the table draws attention tc

a probable reasonfor the failure of the children to duplicate more

of the producer's pairings in their own groups of photographs. The

factor common to the most neglected combinations - swan/Hell's

Angel, Lyre bird/Carnaby Street model and hippies/penguins - was

the coupling cf.a bird with a human figure. But Row A of Table III

44
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highlights the Amportanee for children of expianations of grouped

photos in terms of bird/animal affinities instead of categories

that relate the behaviour of birds or animals to that of human

beings. It ie also noticeable, however, that the experimental

group pupils produced fewer bird/animal explanations than did

the members of the control group.* In effect, the programme had

liberated some of its viewers from conceptual constraints set by

their, previous patterns of assoeiation.

A second important tendency is illustrated by Roo J in this

table. This shows that one of the cost common responses in the

control group (exceeded only by references to bird/animal cate-

gories) was a tendency to explain a combination by providing some

kind of narrative account of what the photos showed, Some of

these evinced a fascinating element of private fantasy (e.g., 'A

man is walking through a great forest through wild swamps, and

the lyre bird is standing in a swamp in the forest', and 'While

the swan is ploughing into the water like a churn, the penguins

sit happily playing'). However, the number of such purely narra-

tive accounts fell sharply in the experimental group.** This

suggests that the programme had encouraged them to think more often

in terms of definite conceptual categories that could embrace the

photographs they had put together.

Third, the table shows that the experimental group pupils

relied more often on categories emphasised in the programme to

explain whatever combinations of photographs they had produced.

This difference was statistically significant at the 1%
level - i.e. it could have arisen by chance only once in
a 100 times.

The difference in recourse to narrative explanations between
the experimental and control group pupils was statistically

significant at the 11% level.

4.5



One interesting example appears in Row B of Table III, which

shows that the category of camouflage was cited by 47 of the

experimental group pupils compared with only one member of

the control group. Thus, although, as Table I nad earlier

snowed, giraffe/soldier pairings did not increase after exposure

to the programme, their association via the concept of camouflage

did. (In fact the experimental group children were much less

inclined to asso.tiate these pictures through the notion of 'Life

in the jungle'.) Other examples of producer categories that were

mentioned more often by the programme's viewers include display

for attraction and display for status.*

An increased reliance on a producer's category of display,

however, did not invariably entail its application tc that

particular pair of pictures which had been used in the programme

to illustrate it. This point is demonstrated by the chart below,

which summarises the main relationships that were found in the

experimental group between pupils' photograph groupings and the

categories they had generated to explain them:

Category

Authority/Law and order ..

Clothes - to show status

- as fashion *0 00

Attraction

Camouflage .. .. 00 WO

Aggression SO 00

Animals/Birds ..

Queen - Policeman - Judge

Queen - Policeman Judge -
Ascot Dress

Ascot dress - Carnaby Street
model - Hippies - Hell's Angel

.. Swan - Lyre bird - Carnaby
Street model - Hippies - Hell's
Angel

Giraffe - Soldier

Swan - Hell's Angel

.. Swan - Lyre bird - Penguins -
Giraffe

IIMMIN11111.110........1.1101,1116. MIIIMM00100

The difference between experimental and control group children
in reliance on producer categories was tested for significance
by combining all asterisked references in,Table III. This
proved statistically significant the 1% level.
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It can be seen that all tne producer's concepts are repre-

sented in the cnart except conformity (which seems to be a less

accessible notion to children than the others dealt with in the

broadcast). There is real evidence here of the impact of the

programme on the process of concept formation among viewing pupils.

Nevertheless, the chart also illustrates the diverse ways in

which the pose -viewing thought processes of the pupils had trans-

cended the bounds set by the programme content. For example, not

only was the figure of the Queen added to those of the policeman

and the judge to exemplify the concept of authority; but the con-

cept itself was also extended to take in the Idea of law and order.

To the producer's examples of the concept of display for status -

the Queen and Ascot dress - the children added those of the police-

man and the judge. To the producer's examples of display for

attraction - the lyre bird and the Carnaby Street model - the

children added swans, hippies and Hell's Angels. In fact the

persistent coupling by experimental and control group children

alike of hippies with Bell's Angela (not a producer pairing) was

richly laden with diverse meanings - ranging from 'clothes for

fashion' to 'love and freedom' ('The people in them are free and

want to be free') and on to the notion of 'hooligans' and 'long-

haired trouble-makers' who indulge in protest and violence and

get into trouble with the police. Such alternative categorisations

probably reflect the influence of some strongly entrenched stereo-

types.

But the most striking general finding to emerge from this

comparison of the producer's and the pupils' manner of organising

examples of display into categories is that while the experimental

group :hildren revealed the influence of the programme on them in

47
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the greater frequency with which they had formed categories

corresponding to those of the producer, their selection of

examples to illustrate these categories still tended to be

substantially determined by their own preconceptions of what

things 'went together' and of how they should be interpreted.

This interaction between pupil presuppositions and producer

objectives is evidently of great importance. It graphically

demonstrates how the learning process is much more than the

rote acquisition of information packaged by someone else but

involves an assessment of the provided materials against a

background defined by the child's previous experience and

mental outlook. It also underlines the importance of devising

tests which can strive to measure the manner of tnis interaction.

'!;luaiitative characteristics of ils' category

The last stage of the analysis of pupils' understanding of

the programme content involved an attempt to examine the intell-

.ectuai level of the interpretations that the pupils had provided

of their photo pairings. In conducting this analysis, their

explanations were classified into so-called 'descriptive' and

'analytic' responses.

The term, analytic, was defined rather stringently as referring

to those statements which showed that the pupils had discerned a

meaningful underlying idea common to superficially disparate images.

The most obvious example of this was the ability to relate the

giraffe and soldier as representing the concept of camouflage. But

instances of unusual categorisations, not suggested by the programme,

were equally admitted, e.g., 'The birds are free and so are the

hippies' (ids° penguins and hippies). Descriptive, types of responses,



on the other hand, consisted for the purpose of this analysis

mainly of assertions of identity ('They are all birds') and

narrative explanations ('You sometimes get judges following

when someone is crowned', 'They are in the street', etc.).

In fact the above definition of an analytic response cut

across some of the categories that had been used in previous

analyses. For example, the concept of law and order qualified

as an analytic grouping only when it went beyond mere narrative

or situational identity. Many of the pupils' law and order

groupings contained an authority figure together witri a hippy

or a Relate Angel. Such an instance was scw.ed as descriptive

when the connection between the images was merely situational

rather than conceptual.

The results of this analysis are presented in Table IV.

Although it is clear that most of the responses in all the groups

were classified by these criteria as descriptive in character,

there was also a significantly larger number of analytic responses

among the experimental group subjects (2C% of all classified state-

ments compared with only y in the control group).* This suggests

that the programme had helped to stimulate more analytic thinking

among its viewers than would have otherwise been the case.

TABLE IV

Ere Analytic and Descripti ns of Pu Us'
Paolo Pas.rin6s

r
Type of Experimental

.

Response . Group
...... . _ . _ ,

. Descriptive 346

'Analytic 86

432

Control
Group

_, _ .....

Totals

473 819

13 99

486 918

* The difference was statistically significant at the .1% level.
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2. Differences between more and less privileged types of schools

The data presented above were further scrutinised to find out

whether school background had influenced viewers' responses to the

programme. At first the evidence seemed to point to two distinc-

tions between the schools included in the study. One was a

tendency for children from the more privileged schools to share the

producer's perceptions more often (regardless of their placement in

the experimental or control groups). The other was a tendency for

the privileged school children to show more signs of having been

influenced by the programme (there were greater differences between

the experimental and control group pupils). Both these points are

illustrated by Tables V (dealing with the reproduction of producers'

examples when combining photos) and VI (dealing with reliance on

producer categories to explain their combinations).

TABLE V

Number. of Producer Pairings Reproduced by Pupils by School Background=

More
privileged
schools

Less
privileged
schools

Experimental group

Control group

157

117

71

65

TABLE VI

Frequency of Reference to Producer-based Categories of Display by
School Background

Categories of
explanation

More privileged

.
schools

Less privileged

schools

Experimental
group

Control
group

Experimental
group

Control
group

Producer-based

Not producer-based

94

144

22

276

55
155

7

204

A more detailed analysis of the data, however, revealed the

existence of big differences between the two privileged intake

schools themselves. For example, the producer's Swan/Hell's

50
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Angel pairing (to illustrate aggression) was accepted by 40%

of the memoers of the experimental group in one of those schools

but by no more than two individuals in the other. In fact most

of the differences by school environment that are summarised in

the tables stemmed from only one of the more privileged schools.

It would clearly be unsafe to ascribe them to the influence of

socio-economic background as such.

This failure to produce consistent results within particular

types of school is not untypical of research based On-samples

drawn from individual schools. A similar result emerged from

a study described in Chapter 8 below. It is as if the dimensions

according to which schools are customarily classified (social grade

of pupils, immigrant density, etc.) are secondary to the influence

of some other as yet undisclosed dimension. At another point in

this report the importarce of classroom atmosphere as an influence

on pupils, reception of schools' broadcasts is stressed. It may

be that there are also factors emanating from the overall ethos of

a school which can occasionally override the influence of those

other variables that research workers are accustomed to manipulate.

Further research, leading eventually to a more sophisticated

typology of schools, is badly needed if advances are to be made in

class-room based research into the influences that condition pupils'

responses to schools/ broadcasts. Until this is achieved, it is

likely that uncontrolled variables will continue to produce such

equivocal results as those which frustrated the realisation of the

second main aim of the present study.

51
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3. Children's interests and link-man references

a) Parts of the programme found most interesting

The viewers of the programme were asked to say which

parts of it they had fcund most. interesting. A wealth of descrip-

tive material was produced, giving rise to all the attendant

problems that a researcher must face when analysing children's

open-ended answers. Only one analysis has as yet been carried

out on these data. This involved an attempt to find out whether

any particular parts of the programme were being singled out more

often than the others as of special interest to the pupils. In

fact this analysis did not disclose a consistent pattern of

response, the liked passages being fairly widely scattered over

the entire range of the programme's content. Although the data

are available for a more detailed analysis, this cannot affect the

finding that in the case of this programme there was little con-

sensus among viewers about the parts they designated as most

interesting.

b) pal241.areferences for a. visible link-man in
contrast to a voice-over techniq

Pupils were.asked to indicate their preferences for

a link -man rather than the voice-over featured in the programme.

They were instructed to indicate tneir opinion by ticking one of

three boxes, labelled 'better', 'not so good' and 'much the same',

respectively. The majority of pupils expressed a preference for

the voice-over technique used in the production by Indicating that

a link-man would be 'not so good'. However, it is possible that

these responses simply represented an overall 'vote of confidence'

0
in the skills of the production team. Certainly this result must

be regarded as limited in its applicability to other educational

u.oadcasta.
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Discussion of the results

The central findings of the study emerged from a sorting

task, in which both viewers and non-viewers of the programme

were asked to group photographs whi..h seemed to them to fit

most suitabiz, together and to give reasons for their choices.

'Exposure to the programme brought about a modest increase in

the number of producer pairings that were reproduced (e.g. judge/

policeman), but there was also impressive evidence of viewer per-

sistence with certain popular combinations that had not been

aselciated in the programme (e.g. Hell's Angel/hippies). An

examilation of the reasons given by the pupils to explain their

groupings suggested that the programme had been more influential

at the conceptual level. There was a decline both in reliance

on conventional animal/bird pairs and the provzsion of purely

narrative explanations of the groupings that had been formed.

There was also a noticeable increase in the frequency of reference

to categories which had been mentioned in the programme and to

some extent a reorganisation of photographs to fit those categories

(e.g. giraffe/soldier becoming an instance of camouflage rather

than life in the jungle). Nevertheless, both the concepts formed,

and the selection of examples to illustrate them, were more wide-

ranging than the materials presented in the programme. and in

general the viewers tended still to be governed substantially by

their own preconceptions of what items went best together. An

explanation of these aspects of the pupils' behaviour can be tent-

atively put forward along the following lines:

It seems likely that pupils have at their disposal a limited

number of alternative groupings and ways of categorising photo-

graphs according to associations that are already familiar to them.

Where the programme suggested an alternative that was already

Jr
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ev.Ident to pupils, it stood a reasonable chance of influencing

their responees. Where it suggested an association that was

unusual or alien to the pupils, they were likely to continue

to opt for a more familiar grouping.

It appears, for example, that animal-human pairings do not

offer a familiar type of association for many pupils. Thus,

only a small number of children were prepared to group hippies

with penguins or a swan with a Hell's Anzel after exposure to

the programme. The association of hippies and Hell,s Angels

was already prominent in children's minds and offered a human

rather than a bird/human basis fee the meaningful coupling of

images. Similarly, although the programme helped to attune

some viewers to the concept of display for attraction, the

possibility of pairing a swan with a lyre bLrd tended to over-

rule the producer's bird/human pairing cf a lyre bird with a

Carnaby Street model.

It is interesting to note, however, that the one animal/

human alternative frequently selected by pupils was that of the

giraffe and a soldier in jungle mniferm. la this case a clear

visual link was apparent between the two pictures and served to

provide an acceptable combinaticn for the children. On the

other hand, the idea that hippies dressed alike illustrated

the notion of &splay for conformity was by no means immediately

self-evident; in fact the children's moments showed that they

were more inclined to see them as individualists, fashion-setters

or rebels. Thus, the category of conformity was firmly established

among only a few pupils, and the Baguette, ne. hippies was more

commonly associated by them elith other aspects of display.
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In contrast to those passages of the programme which

encountered pupil resistance, the links between policeman,

judge and Queea represented clearly evident and available

associations for children, and the effect of viewing the

programme was to strengthen the connections between them.

To the extent, then, that the programme provided familiar

examples of a form of display, which could be seen by the

pupils as clearly illustrating particular purposes of display

(e.g. policeman/judge: authority; giraffe/soldier: camou-

flage), those categories were likely to be the more firmly

established. Where leas familiar or less obvious examples

were provided (e.g. hippies/penguins: conformity), the

categories were likely to be little in evidence in pupils'

post-viewing organisation of the programme materials.

These results - especially when considered in conjunction

with a further finding to the effect that few children had

adopted a strongly analytic approach to the interpretation of

the programme's materials - suggest that careful preparation

and follow-up will be necessary if programmes like the one

studied here are to impress their conceptualisation upon

pupils and to shake them out of more familiar and stereotyped

ways of looking at things. On the other hand, it may be

considered that allowing children more freedom to interpret

and relate sequences of such a programme in their own individ-

ual ways, and for their own purposes, offers the best possible

use of the broadcast. This ie, finally, both a producer's and

a teacher's decision.
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STUDY

YORKSHIRE TELEVISION'S MEETING OUR NEEDS

The second substantial investigation of the project emerged

from certain preliminary efforts that had been made early in the

period of the Fellowship to pilot evaluation procedures in a

trial study undertaken with Yorkshire Television. Before any

research had been initiated, it had been decided to base the

year's work on the upper age range of the primary school intake.

This had the advantage of allowing research methods suited to

secondary school pupils to be used, while at the same time

enabling an examination to be made of the kinds of modifications

that would be necessary to ensure that such procedures were

adequately understood by younger children. Yorkshire Television

then suggested that one of its series for that age range, team

Our Needs, might serve as a useful focus of enquiry, since it

seemed to members of the company to raise a number of questions

about whether the most effective techniques of production were

being adopted for:primary school viewers.

This series was designed to form a basis for integrated

studies in history, science and geography. Its aim was to

increase children's awareness of man's inventiveness and piogress-
't.°

iv* mastery of his environment in various fields, such as Shelter,

Food, Clothing, Communication, Calculation, etc. At a first

meeting with the researcher, various problems that might merit

investigation were suggested by the producer of the series, the

Head of the Schools' Broadcasting Department, anl the company's

Education Officer. It was provisionally decided to base a study

on one of the broadcasts prepared for transmission in the Summer

12:1-
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term, the wnole of wnich was being

atausia. The programme seiected

One on tills subject, was concerted

and development of transportation.

devoted to

for study,

the the of

the opening

with the early history

It illustrated various

forms aad uses of simple mechanical means of transport,

including rollers, wheels, boats and the travois, Filmed

sequences were acCompanied by a. voice-over commentary. As

originally conceived, tte aim of the research was to examine

differences in children's responses to variations ir the

final sequences of the programme - according to whether it

concluded with or without a summary emphasising the main

points of t.ne presentation, or, as a third alternative,

with a song written around the theme of a particular sequence

In the programme.

The Preparation of the Study

Etaiding the rune of the study

The focus of zesearch that was eventually decided upon

lor the main study was the influence of different styles of

commentary on chilcirenle responses to the programme. A

number of considerations were responsible for this cnoice of

research topic, but primarily it stemmed from an inspection

of teachers' cards reporting their reactions to other programmes

in the series that had been broadcast in the previous term.

It was noticed that many of them referred to aspects of pro-

duction which seemed likely to be inter-related. Some teachers

considered that the programme introduced new ideas and teaching

points at too fast a rate for the pupils. Others said that the main



themes of the presentation were given insufficient emphasis,

or that the relations between these essential points and

subsidiary detail in the programmes were not made clear enough.

Another view maintained that the commentaries were spoken too

fast and that the broadcasts contained too much 'talk'.

It was soon evident that it would be difficult to vary

any one of these features without affecting the others. For

instance, if greater emphasis was given to the main themes in

a presentation, and. to the way in which ideas in the programme

realted to one another, then it would be necessary to reduce

the rate of presentation Of new points and to omit some of the

less relevant details. One obvious way of emphasising essentials

in a broadcast would be to slow down the speed of speech in the

commentary so that a more deliberate, emphatic delivery was pro-

vided. Such a reduction in pace, and in the amount of detailed

information presented, would presumably at least give the

impression of their being less 'talk' in the programme. Because

of the difficulty of varying these different aspects of presenta-

tion independently of each other, and because it was thought that

their combined influence was most likely to make an impression

on children's comprehension of the broadcast, a decision was made

to study the effects of a revised programme incorporating all of

these inter-related modifications.

There remained a need to clarify what kind of difference in

response might be expected to occur as a result of such a change

in manner of presentation. It seemed logical to infer that a

style of presentation which set out to assist viewers in separ-

ating what was the central theme of the presentation from what
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were more particular examples of the theme (or additional

detail added for interest's sake) ought to result in pupils'

attention being directed to the more general rather than the

more peripheral aspects of the programme content. From the

producer's point of view, an understanding of the programme

could be said to depend on the viewer's ability to demonstrate

such a grasp of its structure or its main lines of argument.

It was decided, therefore, to test the hypothesis that

pupils' understanding of the programme content would be

enhanced by a form of presentation which emphasised the more

general ideas that the programme was intended to convey.

Ooerationalieing the aims of the study

The burden of many of the teachers' comments about pro-

grammes in the series appeared to be directed towards features

of their commentaries. Consequently, an examination of the

effects resulting from changes in the present style of comment-

ary seemed to offer the soundest way of testing the validity of

their arguments. It was also evident that the commentary played

a crucial part in these productions. It was the essential means

used for presenting factual information; it was responsible for

directing attention to those aspects of captions, films, and

studio sequences which were relevant to the main theme of a

programme; and it sought to establish the connections between

different parts of the material. The decision to concentrate

on commentary presentation also derived from practical con-

siderations, however, for it was a relatively cheap and simple

matter to re-dub a new commentary over film sequences in a

programme, whereas to re-structure an already-made production as

a whole presented almost insurmountable 'difficulties.
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The next step required was to prepare a revised commentary

for the particular programme chosen for investigation, so that

comparisons could be made between pupils' responses to the

altered version and the original presentation. It was also

necessary to devise a questionnaire, which could help to

ascertain whether any significant differences in pupils' grasp

of the essentials of the programme content, stemmed from their

exposure to the two different versions. In particular, the

questionnaire would have to require pupils to discriminate

between the more essential and the more peripheral aspects of

the presentation.

Finally, it was decided that it would be interesting to

try to find out whether pupils tended to discriminate between

those parts of the programme which they liked best and those

which they considered most important, and that the questionnaire

should also be designed to explore this.

Determinin: the research techni es and materials to be used

Attention was initially concentrated on modifying the

commentary of the programme chosen for study. The first change

to be made involved the removal of some factual detail, which

did not appear to contribute anything essential to the continuity

of ideas in the broadcast. This provided time for the insertion

of repetitions emphasising the main themes of the presentation,

for surrounding pauses and a more deliberate pace of delivery.

Repetition was also used as a device to stress the thematic inter-

connections between one part of the programme and another. This

seemed important, as the programme was built around a number of

rather striking film sequences (e.g. how an African made a canoe,

a primitive man hunting, and the building of the pyramids and

6'11
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Stonehenge), which could readily command the interest of children,

without their gaining an adequate grasp of why these examples were

significant in relation to the history of transport.

In addition, a style of writing was adopted which aimed at

emphasising important points by incorporating attention-catching

questions and by making use of short, direct and pithy statements.

A considerable effort was made to render the commentary as con-

ceptually clear and uncluttered as possible, and a few key words

or concepts, whose sense might have been vagte or inconsequential

to children, were also clarified and stressed.

Once a new commentary had been created and dubbed, it was

possible to construct a suitable questionnaire. The form decided

on for this was a simple but potentially effective one. It was

to list thirty statements, each apparently referring to a piece

of information which had been given in the programme. Pupils

could then be asked to select five statements, which seemed to

them to embody what were the most important points that the

programme had made.

The questionnaire was compiled by first choosing 20 state-

ments from the principal sequences of the programme, in such a

way that, for each such sequence, there was an equal number of

items regarded as central to the main theme of the presentation

and items considered peripheral to that theme. These latter

statements referred for the most part to details of how various

modes of transport were constructed or operated. To these were

added five statements of the most general kind, which summarised

the thematic structure of the presentation; and five statements

which were regarded a,:t irrelevant to the main theme, or incorrect.

. 61
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This created the folloaing breakdown:

5 general statements (C
G

)

10 particular statements (CID)

15 'Central'

statements

15 'Non- Central

statements

10 peripheral statements (P)

5 irrelevant statements (Pir)

Examples of these statements of what the programme 'was about'

are:

'How.men learned to move very'heavy weights on land with
primitive kinds of,transport.' (CG)

'How the Egyptians used hundreds of men with rollers to
transport stones when they built the pyraminds.' (C )

'How the Egyptians used palm oil to make their rollers
move more edsily.' (P)

'How the Great Pyramid was the highest building in the
world until the Eiffel Tower.; (Pir)

At the end of the questionnaire, a question was added as

the pupils what they had liked best in the programme.

A sample of pupilth could now be drawn from classes in the

appropriate age range and be randomly divided into two comparable

.groups, one viewing the original presentation while the other saw

the modified version of the programme. A statistical analysis

could then be made of the extent of the differences occurring

r.
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between the two groups in. their clwice of more central or

peripheral statements.

Classroom procedure for the study

A particular aim of the classroom procedure planned for

the study was to remove as far as possible from childrens'

minds the idea that they were being 'tested' and to put them

in a frame of mind where they would react to the experimental

situation as spontaneously as possible. It was also necessary

to ensure that the pupils properly grasped what was required

of them in using the questionnaire. With these objective6 in

mind the following procedure was worked out:

Before running the prograMme, the Education Officer (E.0.)

was to put the children at ease by chatting with them, and then

to tell them that he has a new programme on tape that he want; to

show them, and that afterwards he would like to find out what

they think about it. After the programme has been run the E.O.

was. to say:

I'm sure when you get back to school, your friends
who didn't see the programme will probably want to
know what it was all about. Now, I want you to
imagine that one of your friends has just asked you
what the programme was all about. I want you to

tell him what you think were the most important
things in the programme.

In a moment what I'm going to do is to give you some
.papers, which have a number of things which were in
the programme written down (hands out questionnaire).

On the papers you've got, there are thirty things
which were in the programme. First of all I want
you to read these through, and then I want you to
put a tick next to the five things which you think
were most important in the programme. Remember,

you can only put five ticks.

63



When pupils are finished, the E.G. to ask them to indicate

that parr of the programme which they liked best.

It was decided that in order to establish sufficient

control over the viewing environment, pupils should be based

into the Yorkshire Television studios. Two offices were made

available, with a Sony VTR it each, so that pupils could view

the programme simultaneously, but in a slightly staggered

fashion, giving the E.O. sufficient time to move between the.

twc rooms, and to give instructions at the beginning and end

of the tapes.

One of the important lessons learnt from the previous

pilot experiment had concerned the strong and diverse influences

that individual teachers could exert upon their pupils' responses.

A re-run of that experiment had suggested that significant differ-

ences in response, which were apparently due to variations in the

form of programme presentation, were in fact almost certainly a

product, of different moods created in the classes by the individual

teachers, and of the comments they had made to the children.

Consequently, it was decided that for this experiment the children

should be brought all together to the studios, to avoid differ-.
.

ences in prior activities before viewing the programme, and is the

time of day at which they took part in the research. It was also

agreed that, so far as possible, only the E.C. and the researcher

should be present with the children at the time of viewing.

6 A.
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It can-be seen that much attention had been paid to the

need to achieve a high degree of control over the experimental

situation. Unfortunately, not all contingencies had been fore-

seen, and this control was undermined cy an equipment breakdown

shortly after the Education Officer had started the VTR for the

experimental group and had left the room to give instructions to

the control group. The failure produced a 'broken' image on the

screen, and for a short period the experimental group pupils

were in a state of bedlam. When the fault was rectified and

viewing was resumed, the contrast between the seriousness of

the control group and the uninhibited reactions of the experi-

mental group was quite marked. The findings presented below,

therefore, cannot with any degree of certainty be ascribed to

a single cause. They may have been due to the manipulation of

the commentary, to the influence of the breakdown, or to an

interaction of both influences. Nevertheleds, some attempt

to sort out the factors involved can be made, and it is worth

pointing out that the likely cQnsequences for pupil learning

of just such an incident as occurred have much interest id

their own right. In fact some of the results of the experiment

can be interpreted-in the light of some earlier work which had

been carried out at the University of Leeds Centre for Television

Research on pupil reactions to educational broadcasts after

attempts had been made to induce differential moods in pupils

and in social atmospheresp-oraient in the classroom.
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THE EXECUTION CF THE ZTUDY

Summary of the aims and design of the study

Alma a ofk"ILAeLudy:

Subjects:

To test the hypothesis that pupils'

understanding of programme content would

be enhanced by a form of presentation

(style of commentary) which emphasises

the more general and cettral ideas which

the programme is intended to convey.

30 upper primary school children, aged

10-11. Pupils randomly divided into

control and experimental groups.

Research Materials: Two versions of the first programme in

the series, Meeting Our Needs: Transport.

Control Condition:

Experimental
Condition:

Method of data
collection:

Version I, the original presentation.

Version II, the original presentation

with a modified commentary. (The

experimental condition was further com-

plicated by VTR failure and a consequent

change in pupils' mood.)

Pupils to be required to select five

statements out of a list of 30, indica-

ting which ones they considered most

aptly described what the programme was

about.

Pupils also to be required to state

which part of the programme they liked

best.
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Method of
amaysis:

Pupils' choice of statement:, (a:3 w:Jt

representative of the programme't,:.

meaning and as indicative of the p2rt

they liked best) to be examined for

the frequency with which thy derLved

from the following catecories of rola-

tionship to the progAmels thematic

structure: Central - General and

Particular; and'Non-central

Peripheral and Irrelevant. A comparis.:In

to be made between the choices of

experimental and control group pupils

and the statistical significance of any

differences between them Lo be calculated.

The central findings of the study are summarised in Table3

VII and VIII. Table VII shows that the control group pupils

(viewers of the original programme) chose significantly more

central statements than did the experimental group members

(who had been exposed to the modified commentary). In other

words, the expectations expressed in the original hypothesis

were reversed. Further light is shed on this outccme by

Table VIII, which shows that the differences between the groups

concerned the frequency with which the most general of the

central statements and the most irrelevant statements, respect-

ively, were chosen to express the programme's theme. For the

other types of statement (particular central ones and peripheral

but relevant ones) the frequencies of selection by the groups

were virtually identical. Noticeable the relatively 11j,-;h

proportion of general statements chosen by the control group

and the correspondingly low proportion chosen by the 6:zperi-
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mental croup; and the exact reveyL:al of tlii6 pattcrn th3ir

selection of irrelevant statements.

TABLE VII

Number of Central and Non-Central Statements chosen b.y U.'ildrc,n
in e'ch Group to NxTress What the PraLramme was About

Statements

Central Non-Central Total

Control
Group 86 64 150

Experimental
Group 65 85 150

Total 151 149 300

(Maximum possible number of choices = 150. Number of pupil

in each group = 30)

7(
2

= 5.88 - significant at the 5% level

TABLE VIII

Frequency with which Pupils in Control and Experimental Groul:.s
Selected Alternative Kinds of Statements

Statements Control Group
(original

commentary)

Experimental Group
(modifi.erl

commentary)

Total

Central/general

Central/particular

Peripheral/relevant

Peripheral/irrele-
vant

46

11.0

44

20

150

25

40

115

4o

150

71

8o

89

EA)

.30.1)

(Maximum possible number of choices = 150. Number of

in each group = 30)

'12487 - sign:l.ficant at 1:?!:, level

6Q
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An examination of responses to the question asin. which

part of the programme pupils liked best indicated a high

debiTe of similarity in the answers of the two groups. 1311

whereas, in the case of the experimental group, there was a

fairly close correspondence between liking a sequence of the

programme and endorsing a statement derived from it as express-

ing what the programme was about, the control group pupils,

on the other hand, more frequently distinguished bet'leen

their liking of a sequence and their judgements about its

centrality-to the theme of the programme. The imr,dcations

of these findings are considered further below.

Discussion of the results

An important clue to an understanding of these findings

stemmed from an analysis of the particular items that at one

and the same time were a) most heavily endorsed by the

experimental group as pertinent to the programme's theme and

b) belonged to the sequences that were particularly enjoyed

by both groups. These included such statements as:

How an African can hollow out a canoe from the trunk
of a tree with a stone axe.

How schoolboys showed how the Ancient Britons were
able to more huge stones to build Stonehenge.

How stone-age men made weapons out of bones.

How transport advanced when man discovered the wheel.

In fact these items came from those film seounnces in the

programme which had proved in the earlier trial study to brD

the most compelling and enjoyable for pupils and wh!_ch alnooL

certainly included the visual ,mterial that was most strikin

and memorable for them.
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One possible explanation of the outcome of this study,

then, is that it reflected certain consequences of the revised

and more deliberately paced commentary which the experimental

group pupils had received. Giving them as it were, an extra

'breathing space, this may have enabled them to devote more

of their attention to the visuals, their interest even being

heightened by a style of commentary that tried to 'point up'

the significance of the pictorial illustrations. Thus, these

children may have been encouraged to regard the visuals they

liked as also relevant to the programme's central message. In

other words, the revised commentary could have acted on them

in unanticipated ways.

Such a factor, if it was involved, may have been reinforced,

secondly, by the unintended variable at work in the study as it

was implemented - that of a mechnical breakdown which visibly

altered the climate in which the programme was received by the

experimental group children. It may be useful at this point

to digress and mention that previous research undertaken at

Leeds had already suggested that children's mood could be as

influential variable in determining some of their responses,

even overriding at times certain features of production expected

to be important. For example, in one study of a documentary

programme, mood was deliberately manipulated in advance. The

members of one group were given to understand that they would

see an educational programme and be tee sted on it afterwards,

while those in a second group were invited to watch 'a few

films' in a more lighthearted spirit, the documentary being
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preceded by two To and Jerry cartoons. Both grol,ps c(:)leted

identical questionnaires after having seen the documentary.

The results showed that when the children were asked to descve

what sort of programme the documentary was, more 'educational'

responses were given by those in the first group (Co. g 'It told

you about . .1) while more 'personalised' ones tended to come

from the second group (e.g. answers beginning,'It made me think

that .). Although in this particular case there was no

difference between the groups in information gained from the

commentary (based on a knowledge test), one can well imagine

how in response to other programmes differences of mood could

result in the paying of differential attention to different

aspects of a production.

From this point of view, it seems a reasonable guess that

when the experimental group pupils were freed by the mechanical

failure from the constraints and are of coming to a television

studio under research conditions, they responded simply by

enjoying those parts of the programme they found most attractive,

rejecting any more serious approach to.the experience. This

explanation implies that, in contrast to the experimental ou-s)

the members of the control group had concentrated carefully on

the main theme of the programme and had taken seriously the

task of stating what the most important ideas in it.had been,

distinguishing these from the features they had particularly

enjoyed. The experimental group, on the other hand, had con-

centrated on those aspects of the programme of most obvious

fascination to a child audience, also reflecting this in their

pattern of selections from the items intended to express what

the programme was about.



All this is consistent with the possible role of yet a

third factor. The qualities of the original commentary may

well have been responsible for the more 'correct' performance

of the control group. That commentary had been composed in a

style derived from adult documentary broadcasts and made few

concessions to the school audience. But it is possible that

children of this age respond positively to such adult-type

commentaries. For example, the complexities in the language

of the commentary may have stimulated them to strive for an

understanding of what the programme was about, and that effort

could in itself have led. them towards a better appreciation

of its central themes. If so, the more adult commentary

might have enhanced rather than distracted from their close

interest in and comprehension of the presentation. Some

support for this interpretation can be gleaned from a further

consideration of Table VII and VIII. The facts a) that 57%

of the control group item-selections referred to 'central'

statements and b) that only 1 of them mentioned 'irrelevant'

ones, suggest that they were certainly not unduly confused by

the original commentary. To this extent the results do seem

to lend some justification to the producer's original choice

of commentary style.

The most likely explanation is that all three factors

touched on above - heightened attention to the visuals in the

modified version, the experimental group's more frivolous

approach to the whole exercise, and the effectiveness of the

original commentary - were to some degree involved in the

pattern of results that emerged from this experiment. But it

is very much to be hoped that a replication of the study can
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be undertaken after further discussions with those who were

involved in its execution. Such a replication could be of

some considerable importance, since the implications of the

findings reported here transcend the particular programme

that was examined and touch on some issues that are quite

fundamental to an effective usage of educational broadcasts

in the classroom.
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STUDY III:

GRANADA TELEVISION'S cull NEIGHBOURS

The two studies outlined in the foregoing pages were

concerned chiefly with the ccgnitive dimensions of children's

responses to schools' programmes; the project's third major

investigation marked a new departure by venturing into the

realm of attitude change as well. Undeetaken in collaboration

with Granada Television, it was based on the company's Our

Neighbours, series, which is intended to introauce 10-13

year -old. children to questions of race relations by acquainting

them with the cultures of foreign peoples who have settled in

Britain. The particular programme in the series that was

singled out for research was Our NtghlTsre from Pakistan.

The Preparation of the Study

Deciding the aims of the stud

The choice of series and programme for the study emerged

from discussions held over a period of several months between

the researcher and the Education Officer of the Schools'

Broadcasting Department o' Grenada. Television. it offered a

topic for investigation that was of direct concern to the

Department, so little being known about the effects of broad-

casts intended to influence Engliei ohildrea's perceptions

of members of other racial groups, The goal of the Our

Neighbours series has been described by the company as one of

encouraging 'appreciation and tolerance of people of different

creeds and races, now living in Britain, through an understand-

ing of their background and way of 11100 The programme notes
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add, 'What is common to us all will be stressed: what is

unique will be explained.' In further discussions with

members of the Department, however, in which questions for

research were considered, it was recognised by all con-

cerned that there was no guarantee that the series would

achieve its object of fostering favourable appreciations

of other racial groups among white pupils; in fact the

possibility was entertained that the series might equally

well rein!orce existing prejudices or even stimulate new

ones (by creating an awareness of racial differences not

previously noticed). The study's general aims were thus

virtually pre-formulated: to ascertain whether or not

exposure to a programme in the alualtems series promotes

among its viewers a more informed understanding and sympathetic

appreciation of the ethnic group it describes. This would

involve, it was supposed, on the one hand, a greater recog-

nition of similarities between themselves and the group

depicted, and on the other hand, a greater readiness to regard

as acceptable those respects in which the group was perceived

nevertheless to be different.

The specific programme, Our Neighbours from Pakistan,

was selected for investigation partly because it referred to

an Immigrant group which was clearly an object of prejudice

1.0 some sections of theovvr.munity. The broadcast seta out to

let children see what life is like in Pakistan and then to

show them how one Pakistani family has settled down in Britain.

One noteworthy feature is the fact that the presenter herself

is a Pakistani (as are all the other speakers 3.n the programme).

Another is its strong emphasis on Islamic religious and cult-

ural customs and how they mould the everyday behaviour of

l-
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Pakistani people. Some aspects of Pakistani life which are

dealt with in the programme include: the making of chapatis,

the frequency of prayer, eating habits (with some stress on

the practise of eating with one's hands which are invariably

washed before meals), the closeness of extended family ties,

the strict upbringing of children, fashions of dress, leisure-

time relaxations, the importance of religion and the diffi-

culties for Pakistanis resident in England of learning a

new language and making other adjustments to British ways.

It was appreciated that the study could not aim to chart any

of the longer-term developments in pupils' attitudes to

Pakistanis that might result from exposure to the programme.

From the standpoints both of research feasibility and of the

company's practical concerns, it seemed important to study the

more immediate reactions provoked by the programme, for it was

those that teachers, receiving the broadcast, would have to

contend with and strive to use creatively in the classroom

afterwards. The intention, then, was to discern the immediate

post-broadcast state of mind in which the programme left pupils,

and to discover how far their understanding of Pakistani ways

and their opinions about them differed from their pre-broadcast

outlook.

Operatioralisingthe aims of the Ft.i

As will become apparent from a consultation of the text

below, the decision to base research on Our Neighbours from

Pakistan entailed exploration of a quite intricate field of

responses. So far as possible, the questionnaire that was

eventually drawn up sought to do justice to its complexity.
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One area of investigation concerned the pupils'

reactions to the presentation as a whole - whether it

impressed them favourably and perhaps pre-disposed them

to accept its message. To put those reactions in perspective,

however, it was thought useful to explore some of their atti-

tudes to Llevision as a medium as well - whether they were

inclina to regard it in general as an authoritative and

credible aowce from which to learn.

A second line of enquiry started from the pupils'

levels of prior knowledge about Pakistan and Pakistanis,

from which could subsequently be gauged the amout of factual

information which they had acquired from the programme. Titi9

might provide the basis for a more informed understanding of

the customs and beliefs that Pakistani people adhered to.

But it was agreed, thirdly, that the most significant

reactions to the presentation would consist of children's

opinions about and*attitudes towards Pakistanis themselves.

Such reactions might include their evaluations of Pakistanis

in terys of their conformity to the children's standards of

what counted as proper behaviour in certain spheres, the

extent to which they thought that Pakistanis should conform

to English habits and custom, and how they felt about

mixing with Pakistanis.

The alms of the study called for a before- and -after

design, ned it remained to decide how a sample of children

should be chosen. Previous research undertaken at the

University of Leicester Centre for Hass Communication Research

by Paul Hartmann and Charle Llveband had suggested that the
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density of the immigrant population within their Emcees of

residence was a crucial factor in influencing the racial

attitudes of English school-children. In their words:

. . among white working-clase secondary
school-children, at least, prejudice towards
coloured people is more common in areas of
high immigration than in areas or low immi-
gration, and in schools with appreciable
numbers of immigrant children than in schools
with few or none. The data chow that immi-
gration into an area is more strongly related
to prejudice than is personal contact in school.'

Consequently, it was decided to base the study on two

samples of children, drawn respectively from schools located

in areas of high and low immigrant density, and to compare

their reactions to the programme.

Determining the research techni ues and materials to be used

It was decided to collect evidence from the sample

members by means of a questionnaire composed entirely

of forced-choice items. The children would be given a set

of printed statements and asked to react to each one by

placing a tick against one position on the following five-point

scale: etrongly agree; agree: don't know! disagree;

strongly disagree. This would facilitate a sensitive measure-

ment of changes in knowledge and opinions following exposure

to the programme, although some producers feared that the scale

might prove too difficult and confusing for the children. They

eventually accepted this technique on the understanding that

it would be carefully explained and illustrated to the pupils

before they completed the questionnaire. In the event there

was no evidence that they had experienced any serious

difficulty in responding to the scales.

Paul. Hartmann and Char:es Husband. Th3 Maze Media and Racial.

Conflict', Race, Vol. XII, No. 3, 971.
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The questionnaire included statements of throe different

kinds, which were interspersed, however, to counteraet

possibilities of response set (a tendency to fall into me

habit of answering questions according to one pattern only).

The first set of 12 statements, which were expected to elicit

pupils' views about the nature of televisien as a credible,

ile,thori.,/-1.wand information-conveying medium, differed in

heir pre- and post- viewing versions. The former referred

to television as a medium in general, while the latter referred

specifically to the programme about Pakistanis as suen. Most

of these statements were so worded that the pre- aed post-

versions referred to similar attributes. For example, a pre-

viewing statement to the effect that, 'You can see what people

are really like from TV', was changed for the post-viewing

situation to, 'You could see what. Pakistanis are really like

from the programme'.

The second and third sets of statements were identical

In their pre- and post- viewing versions. The second set

consisted of 14 statements, each of which referred to some

piece of information that had been presented in the programme.

Some of these items were correctly stated - e.g. 'Most

Pakistanis are Muslims who follow the prophet Mohammed' -

while others were put in an incorrect form - e.g. 'Paki-

stanis are not very religious people'.

The third set of 16 statements elicited a degree of agree-

ment with various evalva:ione of Pakistanis, often couched

in the form of comparisons with Englishmen or. English customs.

t.o.ofik
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Some, for example, were straightforwardly comparative -

e.g.'Pakistanis are usually as clean as English people'.

Others enquired whether Pakistanis should conform to

English customs - e.g. 'Pakistanis should dress the came

as English people'. Yet others referred to various aspects

of relations between the races - for example, whether

Pakistanis 'are ordinary people like us', whether English

people tend to treat Pakistanis 'unfairly', and whether

mixing between Pakistanis and English people was a good idea.

The samples of viewers were drawn from four Manchester

schools - two of which were located in areas of high immigrant

population and two in areas with few immigrants. In order to

hold the influence of social class constant, all the schools

came from predominantly working-class areas of the city. The

individual schools themselves were selected according to

these criteria by an official in the Manchester Education

Authority who is in charge of special work with immigrant

children. It was then agreed with the Heads of the schools

concerned that at a certain time a number of pupils would be

asked to complete the pre-viewing version of the questionnaire;

and one week later the same children would be shown Our

Nei bourn from Pakistan and given the post-viewing question-

naire to fill in. Before its use in the four schools, however,

the pre- version of the questionnaire was piloted in a Bradford

school, where the pupils were invited not only to complete the

form but also to discuss the statements included in it with

the researcher. Some of the items were modified as a result

of this trial.
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Determininr thc' classroom m'ocedure

The Granada Education Officer, who wau based in

Manchester, agreed.to oversee the classroom runninL;

of the study. She was to be assisted by someone from

the school concerned - either a Head or an individual

teacher - who was to be instructed not to comment on

the questionnaire items or to influence the children

in any way.

The procedure for introducing the Education Officer

to the children was intended to e,lable her to appear so

far as possible incognito. The aim was to avoid an

association of her in the children's minds either wIch

television or with immigration (which might have

influenced their respolises) and to, encourage them instead

to regard her as a disinterested interviewer. The text

of her introductory remarks was as follows:

I have been going around different schools
in Manchester finding out what children
think about some matters which are very
important for people living in England

today.

I want to find out what each of you per-
sonally thinks about these things. What
you say is going to be quite private - it's

nothing to do with school. I want you to
try and be as honest as you can and to tell
me what you really think.

1E1
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The question. I'm ioing to ask you in
this school are mairly about two things
- what you think about television, and
what you feel about Pakistani people
living in England.

Now I want you to oen your books to
the first page. What is written there
is a number of sentences. They are all
about thing:- which other people have said.
I want to find out if you agree with them
or not.

Now look at the first sentence. It says,
'Pakistanis are not as hcrd-working as
English people'. Underneath it says
strongly. agree, agree, not sure, diagree,
strongly disagree. I want you to put a
tick under just one of these things. If I

strongly agreed with that one, I would tick
it, like this . (Write on blackboard.
Elaborate until it is clear that Pupils
fully understand).

When she returned to the schools the second time, the

Education Officer spoke to the pupils along the following

lines:

Last week I came to see you, to ask you some
questions about matters which are important for
people living in England now. Do you remember
that some of the questions were about Pakistani
families in England, and some were about televi-
sion?

Today .I'm going to show you a television programme
about Pakistanis, and when over, I'm going to
ask you some questions again to see how you feel

about things.

6)2
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Now turn over the page. I'm going to read ouz.
the sentences like last rim:, by me, and
rememer, e,v:h time yo hare tio put a tic!c

andernvatn tm say whut you think about that
question.

The Execution of the Study

_23.meauafAte alms and de2as.12Ltttlestuv

Alms of
the Stmely.:

Sub;ieots:

To ltvestigate.(a) pupils' attitudes towards

TV as a medium from white to learn, and whether

their reactions to the presentation of Our

ibouANelicistan were favourable or un-

favourable: (b) the extent to which pupils gained

factual knowledge from the programme: (c) the

extent to which pupils' prior opinions about

Pakistanis were subject to change in a favourable

or unfavourable direction after viewing the pro-

gramme; and (d) to compare the responses of

pupils from high and low density in msgrant areas

in these respects.

106 pupils, aged 10-11 years, drawn from four

schools in the Manchester area, two from a high-

immigrant-density area, and two from a low-density

area as follows:

High Density I (H1) = 19

High Density 2 (H2) = 27

Low Density I (11) = 32

Low Density 2 (L2) = 28
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Method of Admieistration of a questionnaire. requiring
aata
-;ullecti07: the registration of agreement or alsagreement

with a number of statements on a five-point

scale.

Methods of Comparison strength of agreement/disagree-
data

ment. by pupils on items before and after

,;iewing the programme. Comparisoe of strength

of agreement/ disagreement on i:WA tetween

pupils from schools located le areas of high-i'"--

and how immigrant density.

Results of tts2Itite

The investigation produced a wealth of evidence about

the reactions of children to race relations themes. Only

the main findings will be presented here, but the data would

lend themselves to a more detailed analysis - particularly

of inter-relationships between some of the key variables

represented in the study.

The results se: out below are presented without resourse to
chi-squared tests of the statistical significance of eiffer-
ences between pupils' responses to carious questiore before
and after viewing. Much of the discassion turns on changes
of response to a large number of quite specific items. for
which a certain statistical model of analysie had originally
been envisaged. This would have involved an intercorrelation
of question answers, and a grouping of the responses by cluster
analysis, in order to reveal the mein dimensions of opinion
along which the pupils were reasing to what they had seen.
Although some of the worx required for such an analysis was
earned out, it could not be completed in time for inclusion
in the present report. With the exceptioa, then, of ax
analysis of varismce (see Tacle XII below), which aimed to
trace the interaction between programme influenies and differ-
ent schools in the acquisition of information from viewing
Our Neishboars tram Pakistan, to - iiscussion is based upon a
detailed qualitative analysis.
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1. Opinions about television and about the uroware,
Our Neighbours from Pakistan

The children's general impressions of television as a

medium of communication are summarised in Table IX. The

positively and negatively worded questionnaire items, have

been distinguished the table so as to facilitate its

interpretation, and the individual statements are presented

in an order that corresponds to the degree of agreement that

was registered with each one. The table refers to all the

pupils wno took part in the study, for there was no evidence

to show that density of immigration in the pupils' area of

residence had influenced any of these reactions to television

as such.

The table suggests that although the pupils may divide

fairly evenly over some attributes of television, by and

large the majority of children give it their confidence.

They were apparently most impressed with the information-

conveying power of television. Thus, 6 agreed that they

could learn how other people felt about things from watching

TV (the largest percentage to agree with any positively

worded statement), while 70% denied that 'TV can't tell you

anything you didn't know before' (the largest percentage

rejecting any negatively worded statement). Other responses,

however, signified a more sceptical spirit, 7% agreeing that

'You can't always believe what they tell you on 'V', 53%

stating that they would not change their minds because of

things seen on TV, and 4596 denying that, 'You can see what

people are really like dram TV'. On the other hand, tele-

vision producers were credited with having good intentions,
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55% agreeing that the medium usually tries to be 'fair to people'

and 52% agreeing that you could trust TV 'when shows you ordin-

ary people telling you about themselves'.

TABLE IX

0 inions about Television as a Medium (rre)

Positively wordststatements

. I often learn how other people feel
about things from watching TV.

often hear people on TV baying exactly
.what I think about things.

;TV programmes are usually fair to people.

iTV tries to make up your mind for you
;about things.

You can trust TV when' it shows you
ordinary people telling you about, themselves.'

TV can show you the right way to treat other
people.

You can see what people are really like
from TV.

agilintlEAL412Sements

You can't always believe what they tell
you on TV.

I would not charge my views because of
anything 1 had seen on TV.

TV programmes don't try to improve things
in the world.

The people in TV programmes don't ,s:.wags
know what they are talking anout.

TV can't teL YOU anything you didn't
know before.

Agree

%

Don't
Know

%

Disagree

%

62 23 15 100%

57 17 26

55 24 22

52 16 32

52 16

49 23

39 46

75 11 14

53 29

40 23 38

39 22 39

:

20 10 i 70

N m 106
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If anything, the pupils in the study felt even more favour-

ably disposed towards Our Neighbours from Pakistan as a programme

than towards television as a medium. Their reactions to a number

of specific statements about the programme are presented in Table X.

These suggest that the children were particularly impressed with the

broadcast's credibility. Seventy four per cent professed trust in

th, programme for its use of ordinary peoplo to show what Pakistani

life was like. Fifty nine per cent denied that its aim was merely

manipulative - 'just trying to make me change my mind about Pakistanis':

Sixty five per cent vouched for the truth of what was 'said in the

programme'. The pupils felt almost as positively about certain

other features of the broadcast. At one and the same time they

thought that it had faithfully depicted English reactions to Paki-

stanis (84) and was trying to be fair to the Pakistanis themselves

(61%). The children also seemed to find the programme informative,

66g agreeing that it had helped them 'to understand how Pakistanis

feel about things'. And 65% agreed that it had made them think that

'Pakistanis should be treated the same as English people'. All this

suggests that many children are likely to regard as acceptable the

efforts of schools' broadcast producers to use television to promote

more enlightened race relations. Of course this is not to say any-

thing at this stage about the actual effects of such use, and in

this connection it is interesting to note the hint in Table X of the

existEnce of reservations in the minds of some viewers abOut the

likely impact of the programme they had seen on relations between

Pakistanis and ILIglish people. Only 36% disagreed with the nega-

tively worded proposition tha::, 'This sort of programme won't help

people of different races to get on better with each other', while

as many as 44% said that they did not know.
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TABLE X

Opinions about; Our Neighbours from
Pakistan' as a ProgaseLIE211,

Positively, worded statements

You could trust what the programme said
because you ordinary Pakistanis
telling you about themselves.

The programme has helped me to under-
stand how Pakistanis feel about things.

The programme made me think that Paki-
stanis should be treated the same as
English people.

The programme was trying to be fair to
the Pakistanis.

You could see what Pakistanis are really
like from the programme

The programme was just trying to make
me change my mind about Pakistanis.

Negatively worded statements

The programme has not changed my views
about what Pakistanis are really like.

This sort of. programme won't help
people of different races to get on
better with each other.

The people in the programme didn't
always know what they were talking
about.

I don't believe everything they said
in the programme was true.

The programme didn't tell me anything
I didn't know before.

The programme didn't show you how
English people feel about Pakistanis.

Agree Don't
Know

'Disagree

74 19 8 =

66 27 8

65 26 8

61 29 9

58 25 18

20 22 59

31 31 38

20

17 32 51

10 25 65

10 17 73

9 7 84

N m 106

I
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2. Knowledge gain

NE21.24AtuallE2malsalian was not only well-receJ-ed by

the children; it was also highly effective an conveying informa-

tion to them about Pakistani customs and ways of life. Never-

theless, there were inter-school differences in the extent of

such knowledge-gain, the pupils from one of the high-density

schools having been out of step with the children from the other

three schools. In presenting the results in Table XI, therefore,

this particular distinction between the schools has been pre-

served.
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TABLE X:

PercentImaof Correct Responses to Information Items
before and after ;:ieeir. Our Neighbours from Pakistan

1. There aren't any modern
cities with factories and

Three Sc.iools

Combined (N = 87)
Before After

'Cone High Density/
School (N = 19)
Before After

.
offices in Pakistan. 26 74 16 58

2. Pakistanis don't bring up
their children very strictly. 28 70 16 32

3. Most Pakistanis come from
country villages. 31 77 69 69

.4. Pakistani families don't
allow girls and boys +0 ut
together. 22 91 37 89

5. The people in Pakistan are
mostly farmers and fishermen. 30 75 37 58

6. Pakistanis cover their arms
and legs because of the climate
in England. 40 51 21 47

7. Pakistanis are not very reli-
gious people. 47 77 47 58

8. Most Pakistanis are Muslims
who follow the prohet Mahommed. 25 76 74 63

9. Pakistanis must eat special
:meat because of their religion. 30 89 95 95

00.Pakistani boys and girls
always agree with what their
parents think. 25 21 11 11

children in England
:have to learn to speak three
;languages. 21 74 16 53

'12,Pakistanis eat chapatis made
from flour and water. 25 92 74 100

13,Pakistanis don't think edu-
cation is very important. 28 78 16 47

'14.The word Muslim means a
person who disobeys God. 20 73 5; 68



The taLle demonstrates how numerous and aubetantiai the gains

in factual information after seeing the programme were. For example,

there were large increases in all the schools to the numbers of

children giving correct responses to items about urban life in

Pakistan, the country's occupational structure, parental discipline,

the language problems experienced by Pakistani children in this

country, and Pakistani attitudes to education.

The table also highlights two sorts of differences between the

schools. First, the pupils from the one school that is dealt with

separately in the table showed an initially higher level of correct

information about Pakistanis at the time of the pre-viewing test.

They were more knowledgeablo, for example, about various features

of Pakistani meal-time habits and religious customs. But second,

some of the knowledge gains recorded by the pupils in that school

were less substantial than those which were registered in all the

other schools combined.

Notes about the schools supplied by the Granada Education

,Officer helped to clarify some of the likely sources of these differ-

ences. It transpired that HI was the only school in the sample with

a large enrolment of immigrants in its classes (as distinct from

simply being located in an area of high immigrant settlement). In

fact 70 of its 170 pupils were immigrants, of whom as many as 48 had

come from Pakistani homes. in the other school in a high immigrant

area there were only 17 immigrant children out of a total enrolment

of 213 pupils. Moreover, school 71 was the only one in which deli-

berate instruction about the Pakistani way of life had been provided

in assemblies on the subject. There was also a Pakistani teacher on

the staff who was responsible for special English classes. All this

suggests that in this investigation, in contrast to the Leicester
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study mentioned above, contact with Pakistani culture inside the

school had played a more important part in discriminating pupil

responses than had a merely residential immigrant presence.

The teaching given on Pakistani culture in school El

together with the greater amount of contact between English children

and their immigrant peers, is probably sufficient to explain the

higher level of initial knowledge found among the pupils in this

school. It is also possible that the incidence of higher id-school

contact helps to account for this school's lagging knowledge gain.

Inspection of the individual statements involved suggests that the

ones on which after viewing the HI pupils were giving fewer correct

answers in comparison with the children in the other three schools

were ';:hose to which they could have been responding in light of

their experience with immigrant peers rather than in the light of

information provided in the programme. Examples of such items are:

'Pakistanis don't bring up their children very strictly.'

'Pakistanis are not very religious people.'

'Pakistanis don't think education is very important.'

Finally, the etatistical significance of each of the main

patterns in the findings that has been singled out for comment

above was confirmed by the results of an analyais of variance which

are presented in Table XII. Row B shows that the amount of overall

knowledge gain would have been achieved by chance on only one

occasion out of a hundred. Row C shows that school H is initially

superior level of information would have occurred by chance on only

one occasion out of 20. And row D shows that the pattern of post-

viewing changer in knowledge level was significantly different among

the H1 puptls from that recorded by the other children (it

would have happened by chance on only one occasion out of a hundred).
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TABLE XII

Armlysis of Variance in Correct Responses to Information
Items before and after seving the Programme

.

A. Between items

B. Between pre and
post

Degrees
of

freedom

13

1

Sum
of

Squares

1802.27

15798.20

Variance

138.64

15798.20

Variance

.323

36.83

Sig.

level

Pe'..01

C. Between schools 1 2038.40 )38.40 4.752 P405

D. Interaction B x C 1 10325.28 10325.28 2407 P4101

Residual 39 16729.21 428.95 PM

Total 55 46693.36 4PR MB P44

3. Attitude change

It was in its examination of attitude change that this study

yielded the most complex and interesting findings of all. To

understand the pupils' views developed after seeing Our

Neighbours from Pakistan, the evidence must be considered iu stages,

corresponding to three fairly distinct types of opinion and attitude

items on the questionnaire. These required, first, an assessment of

Pakistanis in terms of certain valued character traits that were not

directly dealt with in the programme but which might have been

influenced by it; second, an evaluation of Pakistanis in terms of

characteristics that were specifically covered in the progrocamel

and third, expressions of opinion about race relations as such -

that is, about relations between Pakistanis and English people.

The children's responsestbefore and after viewing,to the first

set of statements, those which compared Pakistanis with English

people for their honesty, friendliness, intelligence and diligence,
k

are presented in Table XIII. Since the opinions of the 111 children
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again differed appreciably from those of other pupils, they

appear separately in the Table. The results tend to suggest

that programmes like Our Neighbours from Pakiste-.;, may promote

more favourable images of the peoples they describe. at least

amok those who attend schools which receive only small

numbers of immigrant children. The pupils from the combined

schools recorded increases in favourable evaluations, ranging

in magnitude from 9% to 19%, on three of the four items con-

cerned (for honesty, friendliness and being hard-working). In

school H
1'

however, the childrenls initial impressions of

Pakistanis were more favourable than those :found ir the combined

schools; but a_ fter seeing the programme the proportions of

favourable evaluations fell on three of the items by between 10

and 15%. It is not that these children had become more unfavour-

ably disposed towarde Pakistanis however; instead they showed

more uncertainty of judgement after seeing the programme, the

don't know responses having increased by about 20% on each item.

It was as if for them the programme had precipitated certain

possibly underlying doubts without inculcating any distinstly

negative impressions.



Tir2iL XI II

Rcznaulfs of pr.pil::; to statements evaluatin chnracterir;tics of
1,kistanis, pre and post viewinrr

Statement

Pakistanis ;re as
honest as English
people

Pakistanis are as
friendly as Eng-
lish people

*
Pakistanis are

usually as clever
as English
people

*Pakistanis are
as hardworking
as English
people

Three Schools
Combined (N = 87)

Ae-(,.) Don't Disagree

Know

One high Density
School (N = 19)

Agree Don't DiLagrec
Know

/0 /0 % /0

pre 45 26 29 68 21 11

post 55 36 9 58 42 0

pre 55 31 14 79 5 16
post 74 15 12 68 27 6

pre 4o 15 45 47 26 26
post 4o 29 31 32 47 21

pre 53 18 29 32 42 26
post 62 22 16 42 26 32

These statements were worded originally in a neg 'Ave form in
the questionnaire, but in order to facilitate inter retation
of the table, they are treated here as positive in recording
the direction of pupils' responses.

Table XIV presents the pupils' reactions to a second set of

statements, which were intended to gauge the influence of sequences

in the programme that had dealt with certain specific aspects of

Pakistani behaviour and customs. These items involved comi:arisons

of Pakistanis and English people in terms of cleanliness, manner of

dress and eating habits; how far Pakistanis should confurm in

these respects to English ways; and to what extent Pakist'anis

seemed overall to be 'like' or different from ordinary English

people. The responses to these items provided detailed and

revealing insights into the ways in which the children had inter-

preted the programme content in the light of their own prior

expectations and standards.
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Throe

(I% .;/.) (,1!

ritatu:lou% Acreo Don't. Disroe .

Know tic);

Pakinis are
usually as pre 39 16 ';5

eleati as :Zugllah p0._, t
. '.1) 13 13

pool-ae

Pakinis eat
prcperly
English people

Pakistanis are
as we:U.-dresse
as EnL;lish

people

Pakirt,tnis in
EnEland should
eat the sate
way as 1.;n:aish

people

Pakistanis
should dress I

the same as
English people

It's bctr if
PakiL.canis

their own 1a7s

Pak-;7-..t:inis are

ordinry peordc

[
like us,

pro
no-it

pre
-post

')C.)

70

pre 15
post 25

pre 47
3..ost 28

pre 1F6

51

pre 82
post 85

21 115

17 53

26
15 15

.8 /17

15 62

13

10

17

25

7
2

63 16

21

63 2

21 Ib

2(

40 I 16 47

62 37 32

37 2.6

24 32

12 68 1:

15 53 26

This statement was worded orJsinally in negative form :n t'Lle
quesonnaire,lout in order to facilitate interpretation of the
tabl, it io trc:'ted }-re as r)ef:itive iii recor,2ins the .1-cn
of 1-)17i1
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Thu most striking findings seem to have ario from

sequow3e in the programme, in which the lombers of a Pakintnni

family are shown at a table having a meal. They arc: oeen eatirg

traditional food with their fingers as .u3 their cuotom. At thc

begihnirg of the'sequence, the father of the family is shown

carefully washing his handn, and the religious significance of

this practice is explained. One impreosive r.iX1 of the impact

of this sequence emerged from responses to the st, tement, 'Pal-L-

stanis are usually as clean as English people'. TakinG all the

children in the study (without regard to the schools they attended),

opinion on this point before viewing was evenly divided, 47 having

agreed with the statement, 42 having disagreed and 17 been unoure

out of a total of 106 respondents. But after seeing the _u

79 pupils (or nearly three quarters of the sample) had accepted the

statement. It can be seen from the table, however, that this devel-

opment was. almost entirely concentrated among the pupils attending

schools that had few immigrant children. The respondents from

school H
1
were already aware of the characteristic Pakistani

concern for cleanliness.

However, the same sequence in the programme is responsible

for yet another, equally important, finding, which runs in a

counter direction. In response to the statement, 'Pakistanis

don't eat properly like English people', the pupils werc at first

divided in outlook but ten:lcd to agree with it. After exposure to

Our Neighbours from Pakistan, this tendency was accentuated, the

proportions agreeng with the statement having risen fromo4 to

53% in the combined school group and from 26% to 47;L; in the single

school. In this respect, then, the programme had apparently

influenced pupils in the direction of finding Pakistani bohomior

less acceptable than before in its divergence from 7nglish ways.



Table XIV also shows that, so far as dress was concerned,

the programme had exerted the more favourable type or influence

instead of the unfavourable one. Small majorities agreeing before

viewing with the proposition that, 'Pakistanis are as well dressed

au English people', increased to nearer 70% afterwards. This

suggests that the specific piece of information given on Paki-

stanis eating with their fingers had struck a negative vein in

pupils' thinking which was not paralleled by the programme's

illustration of differences in dress.

It is one thing for a programme to affect viewers' awareness

of similarities or differences between peoples in the customs

they practise. It is another matter to determine whether it has

influenced their impression of the desirability of conformity by

the members of an immigrant group, to the host population's

ways. Should Pakistanis in England eat and dress, say, like

English people do? Responses to the two questionnaire items about

these matters highlighted yet again the importance of the migrant

composition of the schools concerned. In the leer derity schools

combined, there were quite big swings (24; and 1%, respectively)

towards disagreement with statements insisting or. Pakistani con-

formity to English eating habits end standards ox dress. The

influence of the programme on these pupils, then, had been towards

a greater acceptance of cultural diversity. In school H1, however,

the shifts went the other way - with a decline of 16% in the numbers

rejecting a demand for confornity in eating habits and an increase

of 21% among those wanting conformity in dress. It was as if the

programme had heightened the sensitivity of some of thc children

in this high density school to cultural clashes that might bo

latent in their situation. This possibility was underlincl by.



like u:,'. ro:.,t ',ix pujiiiiki in the ca,;

accer,ted th'it ho L ic Core iJ

the progrAlc,le C6,.1%: and afTecm ent, remLi7citively),

chilc]ren from SC. )003. H
1

1 hei:ever, were 1(..N,s

with 0,3r propo:Jiti..on behorch-nd ((3;:, done n:);

afteri;nrds the '11.oiiorLion in ;:;scement 'cl]. further Lo

croLL:-current:i flffeeted the pupils'

tc a direct statement about the dcsirabiliy of

(worded better i2 Pakitanis in England keep to thi:::r

ways'), It can be :.en from the table th.it in the co"driacd

school group disagreement with this-,zoposition fell

before viewing the frognAmmeto 2/1 L,fterw:irds. Cnce

tolerance of diversity had apparently been strengthened. E'at,ii

school H
1
exposure to the progrmme precipitated a dramatit movo-

mcnt into the 'don't know' catcor3 of response (from 26,: to

involving acorresponding decline in the numbers opting for

tolerance from to 52::. These changes seem substantial

but even they mask the total amount of shifting that act-c,ly

place. This point is illustrated by Table XV, which shows that

only 59 of the 1O pici.ls in the study had held to

viewing opinions about racial conformity after seeing the

Of the /7 pupils (or 4/4-) who had changed their minds, 1C') had

shifted towards agreement with the statement, seven tow:rds

agreement ard 22 towards uncertainty. Thus, while it aplJean,:

there ms virtually no change in the total number of

with He state: cot (1:9 hafore in.[_1 50 aftcrwis), in

pupils had shifted towards areement and 17 away from

Such a high degree both of change and of variability in pupils'



re;:v.enc atten.; ty, ;.cal of their ,:ndo::oment:-.; of all the

." H.:11 ' :t;

:;ues of conf:xmity and cTtce re]ations. This h11-:0,:tri Lhlt

the nvorr-mme had nrow,ed a p,rticulaly cor-,ptex :Jot of re-

.:mon;:, many of ,:hilCren exposed tO it.

TABLE XV

Numbers o C cur i.1:-; who:Jo rem ire r-`, stthl o or

irt own 1r1(.1 1,o-;1;-

School atable From Don't
To

To Don't
Know From

Radical
Chalses

,,s/.7.723-01saL,Lee

Dicagree

I

-....-

i'Cnow

\gree ,).1-.. Dis-
asrec

,..sree Dis-
asrL

hsree iiis-

agree To Agree

L
1

4 1 0 1 2 4 1 0 'AD
.1'-.

L2 5 3 1 4 2 ,_ 1 2 28

H
1

1 5 '2 0 3 0 2 6 19

H
2

4 6 0 3 1 2 27

Total 32 10 17 8 2 12 10 5 10 106
.,

Finally, four questionLaire items probed the Amfluence of the

pro r3; on the pupils' opinions about mutual relations between the

races. The trends of response to the individual items, which are

shown in Table XVI, are as diverse as the previous fjndinss have by

now led us to expect. First, there is in all schools a widespread

and mainly unc"langed opinion to the effect that, 'Pakistaris are

sometimes treE).ted unfairly by English people/. no children's

percepions of a /common huManityl, shared between themselves and

Pakisixrnis, is urnistakeable in responrses to this a.id other items

with a similar menins (e.., 'Paki.T.t-lj::: are ordinary people like
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us'). Second, at the pre-viewing stage there was an equally

extensive endorsement of the proposition that, 'Pakistanis

should he treated the same as English people'. But after

seel.ng the programme there was a distinct tendency in all

the schools to veer towards a 'don't know' position on this

Item. In the one school with a large immigrant population

this was manifested in a sizeable increase in the pr3portion

of 'don't know's - from 10X; before viewing to 53% afterwards.

This may have reflected an increased awareness oa their part

of differences between Pakistanis and themselves after exposure

to the programme. Third, the more positive side of the pro-

gramme's influence is illustrated by reactions tothe statement

that, 'Pakistanis are as easy to like as English people', where

agreement in the combined schools went up from 28 to 43%.

The H
1

pupils registered no change of opinion on this item,

however, hl,!:nt: 4 stability of judgement which may have been

due to their more frequent day-to-day contact with immigrant

peers:, they already knew whether or not they liked Pakistanis,

.
and no television programme was going to change their minds

about that.
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TABLE ;:irI

fiesson.:ies oi Pulls to Statements on Mutu21 Pcqatlonn 1.etvewn

the Racesar-

Statement
;

Prc/ ,..,,.nr,,o , school" 19 ii HiL1 L L

87) (N , 19)
1,riew

3,0:.!t Li!.';- Agre.,.. =, Pon't Jio-

Enoa tr..reo K7..ow Acre°
a r.

Its good for Paki-
stanis and English .

people to mix Foot

together.

Pakistanis are
sometimes treated
unfairly by English
people.

Pakistanis should
be treated the
same as English
people.

Pakistanis are as
easy to like as
English people.

pont

pr

7 pis

: pre

40

32

1

1? )1

/:7 21

37
32

. 16

!

85 3 , 12 79 5 ,16

79 ! 9 I12 ';9 21 0

79
63

10 Ho
22 10

90
42

11
53

0
5

23 7 6 32 32 .37

43 . 31 1 26 32 32 37

This statement was word originally
questionnaire.but in ordr to tr,,i1i
table, it 1 trcatc..1 ly:ro LT pc:liti'v

of pupil responses.'

in a negative form in the
taLe inrpretation of the
e in rccordi.n the direction

But perhaps a 1...17 sta.t7ront vhiel naintains that/

Pakt.stanis and E:Icrl.trh 0/this

item the prograr=o acocTCI.n..3 to the

immigrant densitie 2re7r2ent Ln c.;hrol.3 conce,4,n1d. Pre-
/

viewing respons..7.,2 ftirly-e7enly divided

between agreement arl if.c..11. ;11 pullils tending to

favour a somewit more i/..rsittve c.ttitue t,.:ware.3 iLter-racial.

mixing. After seeing tho rzo,7;17,= e...e.:., the proportion

supportina.mixing wont up in the oc7.11Anid schools from 4G% to

54%, while the ival. pport,icrt n the sin7le school fell

from 57% to 36%. In general the numbers fa:oaring inter-racial
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mixing may seem rather low las do the per:nrages saylrg that

Payietaree ere as likeable al:, Eng:1.15h peeple) 1r reiatIon to

the celliren s apparent a:!cptanee of a enered humene,1 eetween.

themsel./ee and Pak.letanes. What appears t0 be being express-A

is group.feelang: ac if to say, 'We can see that you are

ordinary human beirge Who ought not. to be treated differently,

but you are .;till not one of ue.k.

Diseession of the results

Tne maen findings and implications of the study may be

summarised as follows:

1) Pupils in all the schools demonstrated a Willingness

70 accept the ereditiliT.7 and good faith of the programme, which

they found informative ar, affecting. This reflected both positive

feelings about the programme itself and their generally rather

favourable erienta.fons to the information-provideng power of

televeseon.

2) Pupils in all schonle ravu a siLnificantly higher propor-

non of correct responses to ea.:Orraeien items tenting their know

ledge about. Pakistan and rakistans after viol :lig the ,-ogramme.

It was also found,.however, that pepils in one of the high density

sehools(H ) eonsistently pre:dueled diffeeenf pattern of responses

from those of the children, in the oilier three schools, tending to

exhibit a considerably higher level cf initial knowledge but

'showing fewer gains after seeing the prograime. This scnool con-

tained a much higher proportion of imnigrant children than did the

other schools and was else characterised by the greater amount or

1.

play-contact which its English pupils appeared to have with Paki-

stani children. Pupils in this school had also been given some

lessons on the Pakistani way of life. It was considered that their

relatively less successful test performance after seeing Our



Illatiows fro PAAK..1,tan ma! Pa.- rr.r:?:tca a Itilde:3:} to responJ

wIrn :Afnre,-., to 0-,ir exportn:,-, 0: Pailir.!an... :rilaron in sotco

ratn.r than tc information given In tr prriime.

Analys.la r,-.1.tpon.:)e,: er.otnor E%,..r A the civef,tbn-

nairw, pupjs ow,:uatc romQ ..-hiri:tertsics of

r;.;nfirmid th..at tr,e to divide

the density imicrltt f'hil.lre: .r tn, s;:ntol rather

-/ .

than the density of immigrants :a, the urea of OF: where the

school wa:: Whereas school typ-..:ally displayed

ratht!r fa-iuraci. ov.titades to.ards -'axistanis, but

post-viewing opinions whirr_ tenoed towards tr.

gpry of response, children in all the other s':hools expressed

initially 1,:ss positive impressions of Palustanis whi:n moved in

the direction of more favourable opinions after exposure to the

programme. ibis sagge:;ted. fat where local factors did not

interfere witn=i-keir impact, programmes an the Or Neizhbours

mould 'od a potential for enhancing,ahterranisi understanding.

The impli,..ations of the dinision in response betwc.en schools can-

not be ignored. !lowover, arid are further discussed below. Of

---
course, it should also be borne la mind. that school H. -on-

tributed only 19 pupils to tnn sample. It would obviously be

important, therefore, replicate this study in a iarger number

of schools with characteristics in crdur r.o establish or

disprove the ralidit of the distinction between schools which

has proved so prominent in th6 resists of this study.

4) The most revealing findings of the study emerged from

responses to a set of statements which sought to explore whether

Pakistanis were seen as conforming to 7.nv.lish children s behav-

ioural expectations and how far English pupils were willing tc

accept nor-conformity in Pakistani conduct, The extent and
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compiex.Lty 4 the p03.,-VIeWIPV, changes that were :;t1mAdated

sugr;cs! thJ; the pupil:: .tad re:-Tondo,! :G thy' pro,lramme )f, a

relativr:ly 1-,erslna;. and exydoratory manner and .1:1t

terms r !)tere:,typed ,7roup feelings and chinking. The most

dyhumi dv,)1:.pments related to 3 seqLence in the y-cgamm.-

illusiratIng Pae.1.5tarL1 meal t1M9 :ustom... Aster 711w:ng a

Gtreb:ei h.i importann.:! of to

Paki!-7:ar..a, a large r,umocr were ioInd tf, have

shifted tcwarda ac,reement w;th the prepoz:itIon t'ar Paxistanis

are us.:911.y a:, :lean as Er in.; people. There ro^e evidence

from researlh That in fa:A sleanlinesn .car at least 'not

smelling.) may be an umportant factor in the readi.neso of

children to accept one another in school. However. the same

sequence produced a strong negative shaft in opinion about

whether Pakistanis 'eat properly like English people' - due

apparently to the pupils having been shown memters of a Pakistani

family eating with the fingers. Thus, tote showing of two

intimately related aspects of Pakic:.tanl culture had resulted in

changes of cpinion,ir oppo.Fite directions, one seemingly more

positive and the other more negative.

Cam is called for in interpreting the latter development

in twc main. reFpec.ts. First, although the showing of Pakistani

eating habits has emphasised a difference between the raes

has impressed itself upon children, it would be wiperficial to

regard these rea:tions a: -.F.t.ti-,Ln-m of increased

prejudise.. If most English children have been taught to believe

that eating with one's fingers ratner than a knife and fork

Keith G. Rowley, 'Social Relations between. British and Immigrant
Children', Educational Research, Vol. X. No. 2, 1967-8.

i
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Second, it is true tnat the empasising of differs:ices

in the programme did seem to help to breed a sense of un-

certainty among children the sine le s7hool with many

ImmIcrahr pup113 a:out the dosirabi4ity of rite -raial mixing

and of treating Pa,kist.,ani.7,. 1:ke EngbZn people. Whale th.r.s was

posc..bly the kind of nc, j tiv6 resr.on6e That Gr4AJa had hoped

to avoid, it ni.-g2cs i be ho -'-1 tht in fnis .-,ase the

programme dld not aucceiA in prwildat,g expinnation of 'what

is uniqa0. In other word1%, thlr2 findih has possiole implica-

tions both for prodution and for teating, For example, it

woali be valoable to know whether zome kind of Niler explana-

tion might have helped to :oanterP,7.t the nt-gatave reactions

that were elicited. The ambiE:uities inticrent in the childre:it,

responses could also prLnith.:. his :or encouregulF trem to

.1.11101 6.1
Ureala Sharma, Rampal and rtS Family, Colliv.5. London, 197'.
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luection their own habits and :140t0T3 and to put them into

reespect:ve - e.g. their use of finrs to eat fiLr and

cnips. Such a thought might be rely! rat cc notes for

tew.hers about possible Lines of classroom follow-up. The

pirpo,nting of the response tendency inPolved, however,

providec phrhaps one of }'le :learest inda:ations of tne kind

of practical Lnsipt thlt research can offer to eiucational

oroadsasters.

5) The differences between schools in post - viewing

reactions have already teeG mentioned at many points above.

They emerged yet again on items proting expectations of racial

,:onformity. Although among pupils wno me: few immigrant peers

at school, the programme fostered a great.er tolerance of

cultural diversity, among those who were seeing Pakistanis in

school every daytthere was a tendency to firs racial differences

of customs and habits less acceptabie after viewing the pro-

gramme than before. On many of the items in Lhe questionnaire

the pupils from the high-density scnool had gravitated - sometimes:

massively - towards a 'don't know' response.

Given the initially favourable and accepting attitudes

expressed in this school, the finding is a. striking and per-

plexIng one. It would appear that for these pupils the program

had developed an awareness of differences, and perhaps a

self-consciousness about tnem, which had not entered into

their previous thinking to the same extent. This does not mean

that children In such situations will necessarily adopt more

negative attitudes afterwards. But it does suggest that they ma;

be disturbed in their reactions following the programme and crn.!

I
1..1...
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all four schools ii:.t te voc;r:.71 Ls to

aromse icalings a'd In on.2

this sub3ect. There iS e:ery Lndizion that w.3 are deaiing

here with an area of mall law:aving f:hdamental

vaille systems, where the cL1irl'se-2.s. lu cc.nfor7n to ttw.

customs of his own cuiture may ver.& ,17. a rat.v7a:. retance

to ideas that threaten his of Jeca7ity and 'belonT71-7:..

In the end the greatest benefit f?c,r : ty of t'nis kind may

lie in the ability of a rz-oducar or FfItcation 02r o.u3,?

its findings to help tenrr:c to tnfo:v.e.,; atcut

prepared for their diffiOr1t trzke

2



SECTION III

EVALUATING THE APPROACH



CONCUSTONS:

THE FEPLSIBILITY AND UTILITY OF THE APPROACH

The primary aim of tne project was to pilot. an approach

to the evaluation of schools' broadcast output. At first it

was hoped that some standardised forms of questioning, wnich

the companies could administer to samples of their target

audiences for schools' programmes, might be devised and recomM-

endeo. It must be clear to any reader of the foregoing account

of the investigations tnat were condo:fed in 1920-1, however,

how inappropriate such an approach would have been. It is

inconceivaole that any single set of procedures could have

succeeded in answering the diverse yet searching questions

about children's responses to their programmes that concerned

the makers of Patterns of ExRression, Meeting Our Needs and

Our Neighbours, respectively. The year's experience has con-

clusively shown that a serious and responsible evaluation of

schools' broadcasting necessitates the harnessing of producer-.

oriented questions, a detailed analysis of programme content,

and tecnniquas of'investipt-lor which nave been tailored

splcifioally to such questions and content. It is also evident

that only a trained research worker can choose and adapt the

latter for application to wnatever enquiry is envisaged. It

seems to follow, therefore, that, in order to incorporate a

systematic research contribution into the schools' broadcasting

structure of Independent Television, consideration should be

given to the appointment of a full-time Research Fellow who

would be responsible for a) undertaking collaborative investi-
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gations with the .7ompanies and b) relating the findings of

such studies to a growing body of knowledge about th:. pro-,

cesees of child learning through television From this

porn' of view it ,s encouraging that the lessons of the

past year's work woLid ten' to support such - step on the

grounds bott of its feasibility and of lrs

Feasibility

Practical cdnsiderationF,

6.

The attempt to develop R collborative Lesearcher-

broadcaster relationship proved entir.?ly successful and was

one of the most encouraging featur,:s of -:!;e year's work.

There were no persisterft tensions or unl:ridgenble differences

of perspective, and it was invariably poEsibie,to reach agree-

ment upon the particular features of rictools° programming that

merited investigation. The spirit of opoa-mind :N1 enquiry

which prevailed when the studies ero desic;ned also helped to

ensure that their findings could freely discussed without

a sense that Cm, interests of anyone conerned were being

threatened. There does not seem to be any intrinsic reason,

then, why sucn a joint unoertoking of resear.:-.:1.arAivity could

not be put more permanent fo.:ting and prosper accordingly.

It is nevertheless clear that etch forms of collaboration depend

on the development over a period of time of a personal relation-

ship of confidence between the researchor, and broadcasting staff

and or; the cultivation. of a mutual interest in and respect for

The author has outlined the detaIls of such a proposal Ir. a
letter to the-Education Offt:er of the LTA, dared May 28, 1971.
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The carry:in:7 out, of rt,:,rch on tho thJ..c

studie.s described OLd not see::. to an undL.

the available time and onerEjo of t;1(. c::,Huany poc_f),4_01

concerJed. Perh:1;.::; qunlifiction on this po:ni,

be madc uith resItio the (ur L;tudy thc

peculialy delito nature or the topic under inv..1:H.:1,Hor

presented some difficulties for the GraniJa Educat -fAcc

when she sought local authorif7 and school approwal irr un:wr-

takin7 the research. The adflitional efiort required

cases is probably proportional to the sern7itivity ar. oom-

plcxity of the problem being tackled.

It is also true that an Educ.J.tion'Officer's

experience of conductin7, a res,y_l_rch investigation ve

of children can give rise to strains, especially whefl

important to ensure that videotape equipment is functc:Ini.

efficiently as well as to maintain the rigorous proced!we.3

involved in running a proper experiment. The possibility of

technical hitches always renders research of this kind some-

what hazardous. In these cirOumstances the surl)ort,(nd

times the presence) of the researcher can help to ease tho

way until such diffieultis appear less formidable with

familiarity.

A more wade-ranging discussion of the problems tent
attend joint research-roduction ventures, and of the pre-
conCitions of their success, may be found in James P.

Halloran and ::ichael ; Br.,coster/esorch,^r
Co-ortinn fa ass Co=1:11con Ce-Itn: for

of

Leices:er,
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As the above suggests, the successful implemer.tation

a piece of research depends not only on mutual respect but

els:, or a sehsible sharing of effort bewzen tt:e researcher

anu company member. with Pach person ce:ng eat about his

own precise roi.° in the overall operat:.on, Tr.A importance

of achieving 7-q2cn a-division of latour sems from the fact

that wren the burden of worK is appr:Trlately ciltributed,

the demands on any single person will be icept

reasonahl.:, and any interference 'onth hIs other

professional oblivItions will be .:orfinel to a minimum.

The amount of research activity to be undertaken in a

given y.lar is clearly a matter for individta.1 ;-ompaay judge-

ment. The scope of the past year's wore probably provides

an approximate guide to the extent to which ant, single company

would normally wish to commit itself tc reseerch in a 12-month

period.

Two other consideratlons, however, are relevant to the

Scale or a t..ompany'e lavolVemeht in r.search. One concerns

the need to select worthwhile 'topics for investigation, which

have an evident practical relevance to the production of

schools' programmes. The fulfilment of this condition may

greatly inFlnence what a company is prepared and able to

achieve in a short period of time and whether it all seems

worth the effort. For this reason alone it is essential to

avoid any semblance of a routine approaen.

A further consideration concerns the potential value for

a company:of being it a position. to pursue a particular line

of research and to follow up leader' and queries emanating from

previous studies on a fairly continuous and long-term basis.
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3h0%.

muy Lometimes po:-e more irTortant w..:(2,Jtions

resolver. The los;31bilit,:f of coma es being in

Lo tackle problems in a m'nner th'.t c!:ables thcm to buiJd

proressively '!nd to accur,,:i.:Ite findinT,

takes, ::nd it :is interestin7 to note in this colulc',.ion t!I:t

Yorkshire Television is co-operating this year 5n a 1-_-ran

or the Neetiny Cur Need e:qeriment. .'ch cumulative

however, demands a continuing association with 3n involveu

researcher, and this is j further reason for recoding

the appointment of a Research Fellow who would he

for such activity on a more permanent basis.

Financial consirlerations

The overall costs of mounting the three studies which

have been outlined were not high. Most of what was spent

was provided by the Independent Television Authority, which

paid the salaries of a Research Fellow and a part-time Clerk

and met the Fellow's incidental expenses (mainly for travel

and data-processing) up to a limit of about f.150. Other

exi:.enditures in,iolvcd in .7,1e actlial conduct of the

(e.g. preparation of research materials, busing children, etc..

were borne by one individual companies. Although such costs

were variable, they were in each case readily met out of

existing departmental budgets from the resources available to

the particular programme series being examined. aether suc::

an a.:Tan;zement would be satisfactory on a continuing basis L:

a m2tterfo1. li r,.1Gr c3nL.Ldt.-13n

Poen established, howeirer, is the fact that studies of this
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can be undertaken al relatively little expense hc.thcut

prejudice to the quality of the research in7cled.

One factor that held con:a down was the proect's

reliance on experimental research designs, which (ir

contrast to survey fieldwork) reed not employ interviewers

and :an make do with a relAtively small number of res-

pondents. Another important factor in limiting expenditure

was tne placing of final responsibility for the investiga-

tions in a university research centre. This enabled

computer facilities to be used at low cost and data

processing to be undertaken by graduate studezre at moderate

rates.

It: can be firmly concluded. therefore, that if there is

agreement to the principle of appoih.ting a full-time Fellow

to undertake such research in the future, then small-scale

but illuminating studies zan be mounted and run at a level

of expendature that is unlikely to prove prohibi:19-e to the

rIA or tne Independent companies.

Utility

In Chapters 3 and 4 of this report some advantages of

-tne kind of approach to programme evaluation which was

followed in the past year were outlined. The three pilot

studies provide ^vidence to illustrate and support thos'e

assertions. Some of the main features of the approach, which

indicates its potential usefulness for schools' broadcasters,

can now be reiterated in the light of the findings from these

studies.
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The find ill r::; fr'0: i;110 :; troilf' lv

/.1 three ,1,1)1es sot out to taffL,:, some cine;,Lie,I,;

were of specific interest te Lhe makers of schoolC jrcgrac:.

in the various repanies. At the some time that ti()se

quctions were d:alt with, ho,:fever, the findings al:,o

to shed light on se : brcylder issues concerning the rec!.c:1

of children to eecational vAerials OA tel

For example, in the or;r:e of Our 74?ihbours fro-1 i:tan

the investigation son;ht spE.eifically Lo establi.rn how far ':ro

producer's aim of promoting greater racial rnderstandng war

likely to be fulfilled. Many of the findings certainly proviC;%::

a form of feedback about children's reactions, which could be

especially informative for teachers using tho serieF; for the

producers, the results also pin-pointed thosr aspects of the

programme that could be having an unintended effect, At the

same time there were wider implications in the finding of a

marked vdri.ability of response among children from different

types of school background, and the outcome of the study may

also have provided a stimulus to think further about t:e

general advisability of producing specialised progr--- r, for

children. in the race relations field.

Similarly, the Patterns of Expression study not only

indicated those parts of the programme under investigktion

which the children comprehended most readily, but it also

spotlighted the more general processes involved in the inter-

action ?between in wi-,ich a b::.c.2ca.7,t,:r

ideas in a p-xecentation and the 7A91.

of thinking about the some concerts.
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style, olo to the fur.;..ioc. 0:

about the :Ihf).uenee on children's respon!les to o

broadcast of aspects of their clanreo:1 miooa ,.nc?

env..ironme0t,

The findinr:s of 1?rw-ra7-me .1.:1;di."'.-; can norve_as o:11;;

diz,:rioc.1.;.-. non tr:Itc}

Since the results of the i,hce stredies proid,,:(3 a

detailed characterisoa of children's repones to the

programmes under inveo.tig:tion, they were thus i'otentnii7

capable of guiding :;ucir.7en. nts about their use in the cla[;:roo:..

and decisiOns about -.7uture productions. For example, the

findings of the Our Pleibours st:1)dy could help teacher to

plan follow-up discussions by sensiticinr.; them to the fr.:!meo

of mind which they mi!,,ht encounter in classes after cos^:

to such a programme. The results arti also bcin7 consulted at

pres:.nt by the producers of the Leries, Ilho arc currcntly

oneged in revising Our Neir;hbour from P:Akisthn,

The Patterns of l',±ession study provided j :1(:)Le

of the extent to which children tended to give an order

programme mate:-in=1.s conforming to that .of its producer ar:'

far thcir prior ways of categorising "things led them to re-

s'cr0ctl,re the rateriels according tc their own nredicTositi:,n:;.

The Education Officer rrJsrchsible for the series has ceertcd

th:l.t the ros1::oner: revealed by the study will be of ,Iateri,.,1

jr. s;,-.operation of flz-ro aotes for

about follow-up activi Lies as w:al z-,s in the piannin 2-.ub

serlent lYcoductions.
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The findings of the Meetin4Our Needs study were more

equivocal, requi.Fg further researen to clarify their

implications. They din, however, enable the producer of

the series to diagnose what sequences the children found

most Interesting in he presentation, and they demonstrated

the ability of children to grasp the essential information

in e prcgramme when following a etyle of commentary that

made few concessions to its child audience. Deoate about

the advisability of this approacn to scripting for schools

had initially stimulated ?.he setting-up of this study, and

the outcome, although tentatiet, tends in some meastire to

provide support for the prodUeer's original judgement.

The finangL27Liam.e studies have been consistently
revealin aoout the natureclearisRaet

It was said in Section of this report that to evaluate

a programme was to determine its value for the viewing

children themselves. Although many questions necessarily

remain unanswered, each of the pilot studies, has revealed

important. information. (unlikely to have been 'acquired by any

other method) about the response's of children to the various

presentations. They have indicated, for example, how children

may react differently to different puts of a programme - as

in their diverse judgements about the cleanliness and eating

habits of Pakistanis after seeing the Our Neighbours programme,

and in the contrast between their inability to link hippies

with penguins, as instances of conformity. in comparison with

their capacity to see judges and 7v71.xeel... as examples of

authority after viewing the Et1204.21,agymq2c programme.



They have also indi:ated how respenses may differ according

to the type of school using a broadcast or the type of class-

room environment in which it is received. These outcomes

forcefulle underline the need to take, account of the child's

own role in the educational precess. They must 31:10 provide

signilimnt insights for producers as well as opportunities

for them to see it a fresh 11014: the eharacerise of their

personal styles of produstion and to test their beliefs about

what are the Amy variables it senooley television programming.

Of nourse the ultimate judgement about the velee of this

kind of researen must turn on the react.' ons of schools'

broad:asters themselves, the individual producing companies

and the independent Television Authority. It would be unfort-

unate if tnis enquiry were takea as in any sense definitive.

It has beer of itu nature exploratory and will lead, it is

hoped, t further more long-term exploration.

Nevertheless, beyond the specific contributions of

individual, research findings, a promise of wider benefit

does seem to inhere in the overall, approach that has been

developed. Fruitful researcher-producer contacts have been

established! viable methods of co-operation have been evolved

and tried out! and instruments and methodologies of investi-

gatioh have been devised that could eventually form part of

an expanding battery of evaluative research techniques. More-

over, should the Independent Television system adopt the past

year's enterprise as something of a model for future work in

this field, it could expect gradually to reap the rewards of

a condition of increasing returns. Mutual understanding of
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the characteristic problems and roles associated with pro-

duttion and research would grow; methods of evaluation

would 1;ecome more sophisticated and more capabl4 of providing

answers to the questions that schools' troadcasters pose atout

their audiences and the gradual cumulation, of findings

should lead towards a formulation of some generalisations

about the effectiveness of particular production techniques,

the responses to educational television of different types of

pupils, and the interaction between their prior outlook and the

tcmunicatiors experience. It is hoped that further considera-

tion will now be given to the steps that might be taken to make

such further advances possible.



NOTE

This report has been produced at the conclusion of the

author's tenure of an ITA Schoolteacher Fellowship.

It should be understood dint as it is the unamanded

product of the author's period of study the Authority is not

in a position to vouch for its factual accuracy, nor does

any report produced under this scheme necessarily reflect

the opinions either of the Authority or of the companies to

which it refers.
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